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Preface

In light of the continuing violence in Iraq, U.S. policymake¡s continue
to reexamine poliry options and their repercussions. This monograph
essesses a number of approaches that the U.S. government can consider
in its efforts to reduce sectarian violence and srabilize Iraq and presents
recommendations that may help increase the likelihood of success. It
also considers possible nexr sreps to take, whether these efforts succeed
or fail.

The monograph should be ofinte¡est to policymake¡s and analysts
involved in international security and U.S. foreign polic¡ particularþ
U.S. poliry towa¡d Iraq. The analysis in this monograph is based on
more than e. year of research, which included travel to the region and
extensiye inte¡views with U.S., Iraqi, and other specialists, analysts,
and officials, as one componenr of the project "The IJ.S. Ai¡ Force Role
in the Middle East." It involved a multidisciplinary team of researchers
who brought rheir expertise in political, economic, and military süa-
tegic analysis to these important quesrions. Readers of rhis monograph
may also find the following RAND publications to be of interest:

. America's Role in Nation-Building: From Gnmany to lraq, byJames
Dobbins, John G. McGinn, Keith Crane, Seth G. Jones, Rollie
Lal, Andrew Rathmell, Rachel M. Swangeç and Anga Timilsina
(MR-1753-RC, 2oo3)

. Dneloping lraq's Security Sector: The Coølition ProuisionalAuthor-
íty's Experience, by Andrew Rathmell, Olga Oliker, Terrence K.
Kell¡ David Brannan, and Keith Crane (MG-365-OSD, 2005)
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. 7he UN's Role in Nation-Building From the Congo to lrøq, by

James Dobbins, Seth G. Jones, Keith Crane, Andrew Rathmell,
Brett Steele, Richard Teltschik, and Anga Timilsina (MG-304-
RC,2005)

. Insargenqt and Counterinsargenc! in lraq, by Bruce Hoffman (OP-
I27-TPC|CMEPP, 2oo4).

The research was sponsored by the Di¡ectorate for Operational
Plans and Joint Matters, headquarters, LJ.S. Air Force (formerly AF/
XOX, nowA5X) and conducted within the Strategy and Doct¡ine Pro-
gram of RAND Project AIR FORCE. The research for this reporr was
completed in February 2007.

RAND Project AIR FORCE

R q.ND Project AIR FORCE (PAF), a division of the RAND Corpo-
ration, is the U.S. Air Force's federally funded research and develop-
ment cenrer for studies and analyses. PAF provides the Air Force with
independent analyses of policy alternatives affecting the developmenr,
employment, combat readiness, and support ofcurrent and future aero-
space forces. Research is conducted in four programs: Aerospace Force
Development; ManpoweS Personnel, and Training; Resource Manage-
ment; and Strategy and Docmine.

Additional info¡mation about PAF is available on our'W'eb site:
http : //www. r and.o r g I paf I
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Summary

Iraq is the most pressing foreign and security poliry issue that the
United States faces today. Continued failure to make Iraq stable and
secure threatens to disrupt the Middle Easr not by catalyzine the spread
of democracy but by exporting instability and conflict. Ifviolence con-
tinues, Iraqt neighbors will use the counrry as a theater in which to
pursue thei¡ own goals, including those at odds with Iraqi and U.S.
interests. Iraq will remain a training ground for terrorist groups, th¡eat-
ening U.S. and allied securiry. Continued confict in Iraq not only will
¡emain extrao¡dinarily costly in terms of U.S. lives and resources, bur
will also damage the credibiliry of the United States and the efficacy of
U.S. forces. It also feeds perceprions around the world that the United
States is engaged in a "war on fslam."

The U.S. government needs to consider alternative strategies
and approaches for reducing the violence in Iraq. Even if policymak-
ers choose nor to make major changes, adjustments to currenr policies
might help improve the effectiveness of the U.S. sff6¡¡-¡h6ugh they
can by no means guaranree success. The U.S. government should also
begin considering nexr sreps in Iraq in the eyent rhat the United States
attains its policy goals and in the eyenr rhar it does not.

Strategies

No effort to foster democracy and economic development in Iraq can
succeed until the Iraqi people become more secure. Rising secrarian
violence has supplanted insurgent and criminal violence as rhe greer-

tx
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est threat to Iraqis and ro the future of the counrry. Putting an end to
internecine violence demands policies different from those for defeat-
ing an insurgency alone: Reducing secrarian violence requires mea-
sures to prevent all groups from fighting, which differs from defeat-
ing an enemy. Incentives for undertaking violence as another form of
politics must be reduced and evenrually eliminated. No other effort or
program will succeed unless violence is reduced.

Strategies the United States and its parrners can undertake to
¡educe violence in Iraq fall into five broad categories:

1. Use overwhelming force to pacify the country and prevent fur-
ther fighting.

2. Pick and support one or more "winners" of the civil war and
help them gain conrrol of Iraq, thus ending the confict-

3. Help to peftirion Iraq into three separate stares.
4. Leave Iraq and wait for one or more vicrors to emerge.
5. Maintain currenr efforts by seeking to b¡oker a deal to reduce

violence while Coalition troops focus on combating the insur-
gency and supporting the cenrral goyernment.

A force sufficient to subdue and disarm Iraqt many combatanrs
would have to be much larger (perhaps a total of 350,000-500,000
troops) than cur¡ent foreign troop levels permit. It would also have to
be highly proficient ar peace enforcement. Iraqi forces will not be capa-
ble of filling such a role any time soon. Outside the United States, rhere
are not enough foreign forces that would operare under the necessary
rules of engagemenr, that have the capabilities, and whose governmenrs
would be willing to deploy them to Iraq to do this job. Even in the
United States, the government and military probably lack the political
and military capacity to successfully pursue a sffaregy of overwhelming
force at this time.

Choosing and backing winners would almost certainly back-
fire, whether the United States seeks to supporr a single ruler for Iraq
or partition the country. The very decision ro supporr a given faction
could well destroy it politically. MoreoveS picking a winner would run
counter to U.S. goals for a unified, democratic lraq. Partition, how-
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ever carefully negotiated, and its aftermath would likely intensif', not
reduce, sectarian violence. Although parririon may be the outcome of
continued war in Iraq, efforts ro promore it on the part of the United
States would nor be good policy.

Leaving Iraq will not end secra¡ian strife and may stoke it. A U.S.
departure could encourage combarenrs in potential future interven-
tions to battle peace enforcers rather than to seek accommodation. For
these reasons, if the U.S. presence prevenrs currenr levels of violence
from worsening, an argument can be made for staying. However, the
longer sectarian st¡ife rises despite U.S. efforts, rhe more appealing
the option ofwithdrawal becomes.

The U.S. mission in Baghdad has sought to broker a deal emong
the key factions to reduce secrarian violence. Bur, eyen though e national
unity governmenr has been created, its leaders represent secta¡ian inter-
ests and hold incompatible visions of Iraqt future. Although they all
oppose violence in principle, some wanr ro retain the capaciry to use
it in pursuit of their own ends. Moreove¡ the government does not
incorporate all parties to the current fight, and meny faction leaders
do not cont¡ol all the fighters in their factions. As violence continues,
positions harden, and escalation and revenge make it harder to resolve
disputes peacefully.

The Coalition is using the forces it has available to try ro reduce
sectarian violence. It has increased patrols in key regions, most notably
Baghdad, utilizing Iraqi forces wherever possible. Recentl¡ the United
States has increased force levels in an effort to reduce violence in Bagh-
dad. The U.S. mission has sought to include es meny stakeholders as

possible in the goyernment and in discussions to reduce violence.
Because the other options do not appear likely to be implemented

or to succeed, this currenr approach will likely continue until and unless
violence escalates ro rhe point that U.S. officials decide that withdrawal
is preferable. Although we are not optimistic about success in the near
term, as long as this continues to be the U.S. srraregy, the tactics and
approaches employed in pursuit of this ove¡all süaregy should be as

effective as possible.'W'e argue that an effective smaregy must focus on
reducing violence and ensuring that Iraqis are safe- This mission should
be the first priorit¡ taking precedence above all else. Better use of U.S.
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forces, politicel suasion, diplomatic pressure, and aid dollars should all
be geared to rhar goal for as long as U.S. efforts in Iraq continue. (See

pp. 11-21.)

Political Policies

The united States can help prevenr currenr levels ofviolence from rising
by supporting a functioning national unity government, preventing a
Kurdish takeover of Kirkuk, forestalling the formation of new eurono-
mous regions, and ensuring that the cent¡al government continues to
control oil revenue- Although u.S. influence on some issues is limited,
it does have leverage with the Kurds. It also can use assisrance and the
infuence it brings to strengthen central and provincial, rather than
regional, authorities. The U.S. government also has some s.way over
international oil companies, which it should pressure to make their
payments for oil through the central governmenr.

Currentl¡ Iraqt neighbors have chosen their own champions in
the confict. The united States should seek to discuss Iraqt future with
all of Iraqt neighbors, including Syria and l¡an. Discussions on reduc-
ing support for parties ro rhe conflict and conraining violence should
begin on a bilateral basis but ideally expand to multilateral discussions
and, eventually, a formal working group. Such a working group should
include the United Kingdom, Japan, othe¡s interested in Iraqt stabil-
it¡ and the Iraqi government, as well as Iraqt neighbors. The U.S.
government should also support regional and UN initiatives that show
promise of reducing violence, even if the United States is not asked to
participate directly in them. (See pp. 2340-)

Security Policies

For violence in Iraq to be reduced, Iraq's own security forces must
become less sectarian and more effecti re. Ii, Ministry oflnterior (MoI),
which has been implicated in a broad range of malfeasance and vio-
lence, must be thoroughly reformed. All security personnel should be
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veüed by commissions stafled by represenrerives of all parties. Hiring
boards and complete lists of MoI employees need to be developed. Spe-
cialized police units should undergo thorough investigations; Coali-
tion and Iraqi officials should investigate all complaints. They should
make the results of these investigations public. Units with records of
abuse should be disbanded. Individuals complicit in abuse, including
highJevel offcials and those tied to rhem, must be brought to justice.
(See pp. 3146)

Better financial controls are needed throughout the government
to prevent government funds from flowing to militias and other vio-
lent groups. To cont¡ol the flow of funds to militias, it is not enough
to simply transfer all government payroll functions to the Ministry of
Finance. In an atmosphere of corruption and neporism, establishing
systems of transparency and oversight will be the only \À/ay to attain
any success. (See pp. 35, 4l-43.)

Coalition forces should always patrol with Iraqi ¡¡i¡5-¡q ¡6¡-
Iraqi force should patrol alone, and Iraqi forces, too, should be accom-
panied by mentors if they are nor patrolling jointly. Joint patrols will
reduce the perception of foreign occupetion, improve communication
with the Iraqi populace, and constrain lraqi forces from abusing their
po\À/e¡. 

'W'henever 
possible, Iraqi police musr be visibly in the lead on

patrols and should handle as many cases related ro violence, irrespec-
tive of its origin, as possible. Coalition involvement, though likely still
needed for some time to come, should be as subde-and hidden from
view-as possible. U.S. assistance should focus increasingly on men-
toring the police and the arm)å especially by embedding more menrors
within units at all levels and by bolstering local policing capacity. (See

pp.36-39, 43-44.)
The U.S. government should increase funding and support to

assist Iraqi courts and prisons to function more effectively and in
accordance with international standards. Absent progress in this area,
improvements in the Iraqi police forces will have little effect. (See

pp.40-41.)
The U.S. government should focus its assisrance programs and

efforts on winning the hearts and minds of Iraqi citizens for the
Iraqi government, not for the Coalition. Iraqi spokespeople and offi-
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cials should speak first at press conferences and take the lead in pro-
viding information about the security situation in the country- (See

pP.45-46.)
Although the current Coalition focus on Baghdad is necessary

to reduce violence, it is not sufficient, particularly if violence increases
outside of Baghdad. If large numbers of troops continue to be needed
to contain violence in Baghdad and if violence in other regions rises,
the Coalition will have to send additional troops to Iraq to provide
security to areas outside Baghdad-or accept failure in Iraq as a whole.
\Øe also ¡ecommend thar, as long as combat operarions continue, the
joint force commander in Iraq consider curtailing air strikes, or at leasr
the use of highly destructive weapons, in u¡ban areas. (See p.45.)

Economic Policies

To reduce the smuggling and resale of gasoline and diesel, which are
primary sources of funding for insurgents and militias, the United
States should press the Iraqi governmenr to conrinue to raise, and
eventually fully liberalize, the prices of these commodities. '!7'hile price
inc¡eases ere never popula¡ a clear and transparent public information
campaign can mitigate discontent. (See pp.47-49-)

Improving and resrructuring the operations of the oil ministry
would result in increased production, exporrs, and governmenr rev-
enues. The U.S. government, in conjunction with the \7orld Bank,
should provide assisrance in st¡eamlining contracting procedures and
encourage and provide technical assistance for restructuring the min-
istry along commercial lines, creating a professionally managed Iraqi
national oil company. The U.S. governmenr should also assist the
Iraqi government in improving security for pipelines and terminals, in
part by making grearer use of private securiry providers and in pert by
improving the capabilities of Iraqi prorective forces. (See pp. 49-j2.)

'!Øhile the United States should focus its assisrance dollars on pro-
grems that can truly improve securit¡ this should include appropri-
ate spending to build the capacity of the Iraqi governmenr to func-
tion and provide basic services. Programs ro prevent the diversion of
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funds to militias and other violent acrors are also worthy of support.
Othe¡ assistance programs should be postponed until and unless secu-
rity improves. The Iraqi government should take credit fo¡ results of
assistance progrems and be seen as the provider of governmenr services.
(See p. 53.)

lf-and Only lf-Violence Declines

If Coalition policies prove effective and violence declines, policies and
programs should be adopted to make sure rhar a stabilized Iraq does
not slip back into civil conflict. The United States and the international
community should pledge their support for the inviolability of Iraq's
borders and their commitment to Iraqt security. The U.S- governmenr
should commit to continuing to provide security assistance to Iraq.
If the security situation stabilizes, demobilization, disarmamenr, and
reintegration (DDR) progrems should be undertaken to reduce and,
eventuall¡ disband militias and insurgent forces. As part of this pro-
cess, e broad amnesry is advisable. The Iraqis may choose to engage in
adjudication and reparations in conjunction with an amnesty, if peace
becomes possible. However, such programs are nor in the cards in the
neer future; at current levels of violence, they cannot work and would
be a waste of resources- (See pp. 57-61)

Ifpeace breaks out, Iraqt intelligence services will need to be con-
solidated and restructured, along the lines initially envisioned for the
Iraqi National Intelligence Service, with limited authority and appro-
priate oversight. (See pp. 6I-62)

A sharp decline in violence would also enable Iraq to pursue
economic policies that would creare a foundation fo¡ solid growth to
cement stability. The U.S. government could usefully provide assistance

to improve the operations of the electric po\Mer industry and make Iraq's
welfare programs more effective. However, under any scenario, U.S.
grant aid for infrastructure should end. Oil prices are sufficiently high
that Iraqt oil sector should be selÊfinancing. In orher secrors, Iraq, like
most other global aid recipients, should seek project loans, not grents,
for investments in infrastructure. (See pp.62-65)
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lf Violence Fails to Decline

If u.S. and other Coalition forces cennor reduce the violence, pressure
to withdraw rroops will become more and more dificult to resist. The
best measure of whether violence is rising or falling is the number of
Iraqis killed each month. The u.s. gove¡nment has recenrly increased
troop levels, and U.S. officials will argue that the ne.w approech needs
time to work. It should, howeveS be clear by summer 2007 whether
the recent surge has been effective in reducing the Iraqi death ¡ate.

If the United States undertakes a withdrawal of its forces, it will
have to be phased, and it will take time. But, well before deciding on a
withdrawal, much less before beginning one, rhe united states should
prepare to manage the repercussions of withdrawal and a continuing
and expanding conflict in lraq. These include the increased involve-
ment of Iraqt neighbors in Iraqt affairs, escalating violence, and refu-
gee flows.

U.S. policies could help mitigate these problems. First, U.S. forces
should, to the exrenr possible, withdraw without hasre once the with-
drawal decision is made- The u.s. government should first consult
with its allies, including the Iraqi governmenr, concerning the advis-
abiliry and means ofwithdrawal. Once it has made a decision, the U.S.
government should info¡m the Iraqi government and public, its allies,
and Iraqt neighbors of its plans. Second, f¡iends and allies should be
reassured that withdrawal does nor meen that the United States plans
to evacuate other bases o¡ reduce its commitments to friends in the
region. The U.S. government should assist neighbors, such as Jordan,
to respond to eny spillovers from the conflict in Iraq. The United States
should work with the United Nations to pass a resolution recogniz-
ing Iraq's territorial integrity. The administ¡ation should be prepared
to help Iraqi refugees, both by assisting neighboring countries and by
arranging for Iraqis who worked for or helped the United States to
emigrate. The United States should nor seek to keep rroops in any part
of Iraq either to maintain control over oil fields, pipelines, and export
terminals or to intervene in Iraqt future affairs. Once it has made
a decision to withdraw, the U.S. government should adhere to that
decision. Finall¡ future Iraqi governmenrs may nor be to the United
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States' liking. Insofar as possible, however, the United States should
seek appropriate relations with whatever Iraqi governmenr (or govern-
ments) ultimately emerges. To the o(rent that Iraqi governments do not
pursue policies antithetical to U.S- inreresrs, the United States should
consider continuing to provide assistance- (See pp. 67-f4)
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CHAPTER ONE

lntroduction

The Problem of lraq

Iraq is the most pressing foreign and security policy issue facing the
United States today. Continued failure to make Iraq stable and secure
threatens to disrupt the Middle East not by caølyzine the spread of
democracy but by exporting instabiliry and conflict. If violence con-
tinues, Iraqt neighbors will use the counrry as a thearer in which to
pursue their own goals, including those at odds with the interests of
Iraq and the United States. Iraq will remain a training ground for ter-
rorist groups, threatening U.S. and allied security. Continued conflict
in Iraq not onlywill remain exrraordinarily costly in rerms ofU.S. lives
and resou¡ces, but will also damage the United Srares' credibility and
the eficacy of U.S. forces. It also feeds perceprions around the world
that the United States is engaged in a "war on Islam."

Official statemenrs concerning U.S. policy goals in Iraq remain
much as they were when U.S. forces invaded the country in March
2003: to creete a secure, democratic state with a vibrant market econ-
omy that poses no threat to its neighbors. Prospects fo¡ successfully
attaining these goals have dimmed, eroded by the insurgenc¡ escalat-
ing internecine violence, and rising rates of violent crime, including
kidnappings and murder.

Suggestions for new policies concerning Iraq have come fast and
furious in fall 2006 and winter 2007, nnging from deploying large
numbers of new U.S. forces to rapid withdrawal. Even if the adminis-
tration decides nor to make major changes ro its oyerall strateg¡ cur-
rent policies can be improved. This monograph presents recommenda-
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tions designed to reduce the level of violence againsr Iraqis-in our
view, the goal that the U.S. government should give the highest prior-
ity. It should gear political, securit¡ and economic policies to artaining
this goal.

Even if current policies remain unchanged, the U.S. governmenr
should prepare now for the repercussions of either success or failure. If
security improves, a new package of policies will be needed ro cemenr
the improved status quo. If u.s. goals are nor attained, violence con-
tinues or escalates, and the U.S. forces are withd¡awn, the U.S. govern-
ment needs to plan now ro mitigate the consequences ofwithdrawal.

The monograph begins with an analysis of the currenr security sit-
uation in Iraq. It then discusses the broad strategic options available to
the united states and others given the evolution of Iraq to date. Next,
it presents ways to improve currenr policies if policymakers choose not
to make substantial changes at this rime, assessing how policies can
be made most effective given political and resource consrraints. The
monograph then turns ro sreps that would need to be taken if this
effort is successful. It concludes by discussing the issues and options
the united States must conside¡ in the evenr rhat the level of violence
fails to fall.

The Situation Today

If violence remains ar current levels in Iraq, the u.s. government will
fail to achieve its goals for the counrry: Not onlywill Iraq not be secure,
democratic, or prosperous, but the r¡iolence will threaten the stability
of Iraqt neighbors. Levels of violence in Iraq today are so high that
they threaten Iraq's existence es e srare. The united Nations reporrs
that violence kllled more than 2,000Iraqis each month berween Feb-
ruary 2006 and the end of that year. Mo¡e than 3,400 died in each
of Jul¡ October, and November 2006. Iraq Body Countr estimates
that berween 54,211and 59,868 Iraqis we¡e killed berween the start of

I Iraq Body Count is an independenr effort to esrimare Iraqi civilian casuahies and where
they occuç on the basis ofmedia reporrs.
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the war and January 79, 2007.2 Other esrimares are even higher. The
dozens of bombings, assassinarions, and other attacks each month not
only kill but also maim thousands.3

Iraqis, especially those living in Baghdad and in predominantly
Sunni areas, find current levels of violence overwhelming.a In March
and June 2006, poll results released by the International Republican
Institute found that 93 percent of Iraqis felt that security was unsar-
isfactory; three-quarters of respondents described securiry as poor.5
Because of the prevalence of violence, Iraqi adults resrrict their activi-
ties, children are kept home from school, and families and friends orga-
nize patrols to make their neighborhoods safer. The United Nations
estimates that there are up to 1.8 million Iraqi refugees outside the
country and 1.6 million displaced persons within it, for a total of mo¡e
than 3 million displaced persons in and from a counrry of slightly
more than 27 million.6 Although many people were displaced before
the war began and large numbers of Iraqis began ro rerurn home in
2003 and2005, this trend has now reversed, as thousands of Iraqis flee
the country daily.t This has immediate and longJasting effects on the
economy and the operations of the governmenr.

U.S. efforts to foster democracy and economic developmenr in
Iraq cannot succeed until and unless securiry is improved. The cur-
rent lack of security in Iraq places a binding consrrainr on economic
growth. Although the United States has highlighted economic devel-
opment as a goal and economic growth in Iraq is important for raising
Iraqi living standards, economic assisrance will not create conditions
for sustained economic growth as long as rhe security enyironment is
so dismal. Because of the lack of securit¡ the United States has had
difficulty in translating its assistance into improvements in living stan-

2 IragBody Counr (undated); see also Brookings Insriturion (undared)-

3 Brookingslnstitution (undared).

4 International Republican Institute (2006).

5 International Republican Institure (2006); Brookings Instirurion (undated)-

6 Brookingslnsrirution (undared).

z UNUCR (undated); Brookings Institution (undared).
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dards and public services. The record of U.S. aid and reconsrrucrion
efforts to date has been pooç in paft beceuse the violence has so ham-
pered reconstruction. The institutional weaknesses of the Iraqi govern-
ment and mistaken assistance policies on rhe part of the United States
have compounded dificulties in providing aid effectively.s Although
improvements in aid programs can be identified, until and unless levels
of violence in Iraq a¡e reduced, neither assisrance directed at making
Iraq more democratic and the governmenr more capable nor that
designed to improve the economic well-being of Iraqis is likely to have
much impact.

Measures ro srop the violence will be effective only if they address
the sources of violenle. Broadly speaking, these sources fall into fou¡
cetegones:

1. Sectarian uiolence: violence perpetrated by religious or political
groups for political reasons or orher reasons pertaining ro rhe
interests ofthe group, such as revenge for past injustices.e Sec-
tarian assassinations in Baghdad and the conflicts berween Shia
groups in Al Basrah fall into this category.

2. Ideological uiolence: violence designed to force a change in the
ideological complexion of the Iraqi regime, including by those
who seek to install a sysrem rooted in Islamic law or to thwart

8 An example is the focus on investing in new electric power-generaring capaciry wirhout
improving the operations of the electricity ministry. Because managers have few incentives
to run the system efficienrl¡ maintenance and repairs are neglected, contributing ro poor
service. Because Iraqi households get power for free (when available), they face no incenrives
to conserve. Thus, large investments in the secror have nor succeeded in ensuring a con-
rinuous supply of power. The failure ro improve the supply of power, especially in Baghdad,
remains one of rhe main grievances of Iraqis. See the quarterly reports from the Office of
the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstrucrion for derailed assessmenrs ofthe vari-
ous problems that have plagued LJ.S. assistance efforrs in lraq. The mosr recenr, rhe twelfth
such report (office ofthe special Inspecror General for Iraq Reconsrrucrion ,2007, pp- 4-5)
itemizes problems with programs to reduce corruption, improve infrastruc¡ure securir¡ and
coordinare assistance e.fforrs.

9 'V/e refer ro thìs form of violence as sect¿.rianwhethe¡ or nor rhe groups are religiously
motivated, indicating by this term violence linked ¡o dispures based on ethnicir¡ religion, or
clan.
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U.S. policy goals, epitomized by the acriyiries of al Qaeda in
Iraq.

3. Nationalist uiolence: attacks on Coalition forces to compel the
U.S. military to leave Iraq, a primary motiyation for many who
have joined the Sunni insurgency.

4. Criminal uíolence: armed robber¡ extortion, kidnappings for
money, and other criminal ectivities designed to raise money, or
the resort to murder ro serde disputes.

These categories overlap. Ideological, nationalist, or secrarian
goals are often interrwined. Criminals sell arms-including anti-
aircraft missiles-to insurgent groups and kidnap Iraqi citizens and
foreigners for money. Although their motivations may nor be political,
the violence that their actions supporr often is.

lJndl ¡ecentl¡ most Iraqis who live outside Baghdad or the
more violent cities of Al Anbar province have been more affected by
crime and general lawlessness than by the danger of insurgent attack.
Nationalist ectors have consisrently targeted Iraqi security personnel
throughout the country because Iraqi forces are viewed as complicit in
the occupation. Increasingl¡ howeve¡ secra¡ian violence presents the
greatest problem.

The rise in sectarian violence is both an indicator and a cause
of the increasing division of Iraqi society along ethnic and religious
lines. This phenomenon has steadily gathered force since the U.S. inva-
sion. The sectarian nature of voting in the January 2005 elections wes
repeated in the Decemb er 2005 elections.r0 Ethnic cleansing and clashes
between ethnic groups have also been common since shortly after the
war began.rl In 2006, however, sectarian violence and perceptions of
it have worsened: Some 425,000 Iraqis fled their homes berrl'een Janu-
ary and mid-November 2006, according to United Nations esrimares,

l0 Iraqi election results are available on the 'Web site of the Independenr Electoral Commis-
sion of Iraq (undated); see also Marr (2006).

ll A variety ofnews outlets have covered this aspect ofrhe violence. A representarive sam-
pling includes Clover (2003), Basu (2003), Cambanis (2005), Poole (2005), and Youssefand
al Dulaimy (2005).
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as e result of ethnic cleansing. The rate of internal displacement in
the middle of that year was some 50,000 people per month.r2 Ethnic
cleansing in Kirkuk, Baghdad, and other areas and the growth of sec-
tarian attacks on individuals and communities indicate that the focus
of violence in Iraq has now shifted from attacks on Coalition forces to
an internecine struggle.r3

If cíuil utar is "a war berween opposing groups of citizens of the
same countr¡"tl a¡.tr Iraq is embroiled in a civil \Mar, one that has wors-
ened throughout 2006. 'W'hatever 

one chooses to call rhe current con-
fict, Iraqi-on-Iraqi violence is more dangerous for the stability of Iraq
than a¡e insurgent attacks on Coalition forces. Iraqi-on-Iraqi attacks
feed on each othe¡ escalating the violence. Attacks on groups increase
allegiance to those groups, involving more and more of the population
in the struggle. If Iraqi-on-Iraqi violence is nor reduced, civil war will
continue and escalate, the central government will lose even more con-
trol, and Iraq will conrinue on the path to becoming a failed state.

Iraqt leaders contribute to the problem. Althoûgh a national uniry
government has been created, the leaders of this gorrernmenr pursue
sectarian interests rather than cooperate. They have failed to rake con-
certed acdons to reduce the violence among Iraqt ethnic and religious
groups.15

The members of Iraqt governmenr conrinue to hold incompatible
visions of Iraqt future. Many emong Iraqt ruling parties see rhem-
selves as the emergent leaders of Iraq and do nor wanr to sha¡e porver.
The factions also disagree about rhe extent to which Iraq should be

12 UNHCR (undated).

13 'l7indawi and Barnes (2006); 'l7alker (2006); "Ramadan Bomb Targets Shiites" (2006);

Jervis (2006).

l4 Merriam-STebster (undated).

15 As shiit.r seek to cemenr conrrol, Kurds to solidify auronomy, and Sunnis ro prorecr
themselves, government officìals representing these sects accuse each other, often credibl¡
of carrying out targeted assassinations. Numerous successive efforrs to creare a consolidated
way forward, such as the October 2006 Mecca lO-point declararion by Sunni and Shia
stakeholders or the December 2006 national reconciliarion conference, have failed due to
noninvolvemenr or nonimplemenrarion by key acrors. See, for example, the discussions in
Cordesman and Davies (2007) and in Internarional Crisis Group (2006c).
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secular o¡ democratic. Others seek more autonomy or more power for
their regions or people, more auronomy rhan other Iraqis wish to give.
Most Iraqi Kurds, for example, including some in the leadership, aspire
to an independent Kurdistan. Although Ku¡dish leaders may feel that
independence is nor possible er presenr and support and take parr in
the Iraqi government as a result, independence remains an important
goal.r6

Although these leaders may, in principle, oppose the use of vio-
lence to attain these goals, some also wish to retain the capacity ro use
violence. They have seen rher, in some insrances, violence can be suc-
cessfully employed to achieve their goals; violence is viewed as a viable
strategy. Negotiations have had little history of success in Iraq. Not
surprisingl¡ some Iraqi leade¡s see violence as more likeþ to achieve
their goals than elections and compromise.

In light of the dangers ro rhe stabiliry of Iraq, the key mission of
the Coalition should be to significently reduce levels of sectarian vio-
lence, ending the civil war. All aspects of U.S. and Iraqi policy should
focus on achieving this objective. Policies designed to fight insurgency,
reduce day-to-day crime, and build government institutions should be
tailored not only to be effective in an atmosphere ofworsening secrer-
ian violence, but also ro ensure that they contribute to its reduction.

Building institutions is difficult under any conditions; when a
country is embroiled in conflict, the task is even more difficult. Insti-
tutions become disto¡ted because domestic groups and actors see the
government as en instrument and source of resources to fuel their sec-
tarian objectives. \Øhile the United States and other donors work to
creete institutions and policies that discourage corruprion, Iraqi offi-
cials see diverting government funds ro supporr their backers es neces-
sary for their group5' 5u¡yiy2l-and for potential victory over orhers.
These officials make appoinrmenrs to office based on ethnic or religious
allegiances and rhus build strong sectarian coalitions within the gov-
ernment. Individuals are recruired to highJevel positions because of
group affiliation rather than comperence. In this environment, police

16 See Internarional Crisis Group (2004, 2006b). This is also borne our by rhe aurhors'con-
versations wirh Iraqi citizens.
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involvement in assassinarions and kidnappings, murders of and threats
to attorneys and judges, and the implication of detention centers in
torture (Coalition forces have repeatedly found clear evidence of tor-
ture at Iraqi prison facilities) take on a sectarian tinge.rT Security forces
become training grounds for the parties to the civil war.

Not only do Iraqi security fo¡ces fail to provide security; they have
become part of the problem. sunnis a¡e increasingly underrepresented
in the security forces, though with some variation by region.ts Some
Sunni soldiers have refused to serve away from their home regions.te
clashes berween units composed of different ethnic groups have been
reported.2. Police units have reportedly engaged in assassinations and
kidnappings for both pecuniary and political advantage.2r If the civil
'war worsens, even more Iraqi security fo¡ces will likely become secrer-
ian combatants.

\Øidespread secrarian violence changes the mission of Coalition
forces. 'sØhile Coalition forces will continue ro combat insurgents and
al Qaeda operatives, the key mission musr no.w be to put an end to
internecine violence. This mission creares different requirements from
those for counterinsurgency operations.'ï7'hereas counterinsurgency is
about defeating an enemy (though the insurgency in Iraq was always
composed of a numbe¡ of different enemies), peece enforcement among
rival groups requires stopping all groups from fighting, nor just defeat-
ing one set of combarants.22

17 For documenrarion on rhese issues, see Inrernational crisis Group (2006a), u.S. Depart-
ment of Defense (2006), and Cordesman and Davies (2007).

18 castarred, (2006); Youssef (2006). Historicall¡ they were better represented in the army
officer corps than in orher organizations, but recenr reports suggest that their numbers there
are nolv dwindling as well (author discussions with u.s. and Iraqi officials, 2006-2007).
19 Hernandez (2006).

20 Filki.rs, Mahmood, and al-,A.nsary (2006).

2t Zavis (2006); Moore (2006a).

22 Th, t r^ prace enforcement operationt is defined by the U.S. Joint Chiefs ofStaff (1995,
p' III-13) as "the application of milirary force, or rhrear of irs use, normally pursuanr ro
internarional authorization, ro compel compliance wirh regulations or sancrions designed
to mainrain or resrore peace and order."
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The current mission in Iraq is primarily a peece enforcement mis-
sion, and all involved musr see it as such. This affects how military
operations are conducted and what political acrions are taken. The co¡e
questions become how to make peace in a way that is lasting and in a
way thet contributes to reducing or eliminating other forms ofviolence
as well. This is not an impossible task: Many societies have emerged
from civil war and built effective goyernment institutions, even demo-
cratic institutions, both on their own and with the aid of othe¡s.

Iraq has a few things going for it despite the rising violence. It
has an educated, capable population and a history of academic and
scientific achievement. Some pockets of Iraq enjoy relative peace
and security. The United States, its allies, and all of Iraqt neighbors
\Ment to keep Iraq together; none wishes ro see it dismembered. Most
importantl¡ Iraqt people remain committed to their furure, even
under the cur¡ent circumsrances. Based on public opinion polls and
the turnout for the December and January 2005 elections, mosr Iraqis
continue to suppoft a national unity government and some form of
democrary.23 But, as sectarian divides deepen and become mo¡e vio-
lent, Iraqis' goals for their countryt future are likely to embody more
and more separation along ethnic, tribal, and sectarian lines. Signifi-
cendy reducing sectarian violence soon is essential to Iraqt future.

Iraq is hampered by having no history of good governmenr or
strong institutions divorced from historical and ethnic divides. Efforts
to support capacity-building and reform in these areas have been
undertaken but have made limited progress- Iraqt securiry institu-
tions, particularþ the interior and defense ministries, remain incapable
of sustaining and, in many ceses, conrrolling the forces under their
purview.2a

The capacity of the United States to improve on this record is
mixed. On the one hand, the United States brings great militar¡ finan-
cial, and political resources ro assist the Iraqi government in quell-
ing the violence. It is the outside acror rhar can plausibly be expected
to undertake the effort of enforcing peace. On the other hand, the

23 Internarional Republican Institure (2006)-

24 Autho, discussions with U.S., coalition, and Iraqi personnel (2003-2007).
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United States is not seen as an honesr b¡oker in lraq. Many, perhaps
most, Iraqis perceive the problems Iraq faces as the fault of the United
states. The Iraqi population assumed that reconstrucrion would follow
closely on the heels of Saddam's defeat. In the wo¡ds of one senior Iraqi
leader who played a major role in the resistance against Saddam, *We

thought that, if you could defeat Saddam in three weeks [sic], you
would ¡ebuild the country in three monrhs.'25 According to this offi-
cial, the Coalition's failure to do so was attributed to conscious U.S-
design rather than to ineptitude. Toda¡ Iraqis continue ro view their
country as under U.S. control; many feel that the United States has
intentionally plunged Iraq into violence.

25 Author discussion (March 2004).



CHAPTER TWO

Defining and Assessing Alternative Strategies for
lraq

In light of the trends and levels ofviolence in Iraq and the increasingly
sectarian neture of that yiolence, strategies for future action on the
part of the United States and its perrners fall into five broad categories.
\Øhile some of these options ere, prima facie, more appealing than
others, they represent the broad specrrum ofwhat can be done:

1. Use overwhelming force to pacify the country and prevent fur-
ther fighting.

2. Pick and supporr one or more "winners" of the civil war and
help them to gain control of Iraq, thus ending the conflict.

3. Partition Iraq into three separare sretes.
4. Leave Iraq and wait for one or more vicrors ro emerge.
5. Maintain currenr efforts by seeking to broker a deal to reduce

violence while Coalition troops focus on combating the insur-
gency and supporting the central government.

Employ Overwhelming Force

Employing overwhelming force is the c¡itical component of a successful
peace enforcement operation. \Øhen local forces are un¡eliable, as they
are in Iraq, and local political actors are incapable ofdelive¡ing peace,
overwhelming force by an outside power, which patrols the streets and
is able to face down comberanrs, resrores security by effectively deter-
ring further violence.

.t1
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By taking awey rhe effectiveness of violent action by the various
facdons, overwhelming force can bring combarants ro rhe table to nego-
tiate a political solution. Once such a solution is negotiated, the foreign
force helps enforce the agreemenr until local security forces loyal to
the government, nor one or anorher of the quarreling factions, become
sufficiently strong to provide security themselves. Overwhelming force
has been successfully used to srop e number of conflicts, including
those in Bosnia, Sierra Leone, and Libe¡ia.

For the force to be overwhelming, to be able to subdue and
disarm the many combatants in Iraq, it would have to be very large.
Estimates cited at the start of the confict and based on the ûoop-ro-
population ratios of successful operations, suggesred that 350,000 to
500,000 troops would be necessary to provide securit¡ even before
sectarian violence grew.r Daniel Byman and Kenneth Pollack esti-
mate that 450,000 troops would be needed to quell "all-our" civil war
in Iraq.2 These numbers are all based on rroop-ro-population ratios.
'S7ith an Iraqi population of slightly more than 27 million, to reach a
Balkanslevel troop ratio of 20 soldiers for every 1,000 inhabitants,
more than 500,000 rroops would be needed. If the "surge" announced
by the U.S. President inJanuary 2007 is implemented as planned, there
will be a total of some 175,000 foreign forces in Iraq.

Some mighr argue that high troop levels are needed only in the
most violent perts of the counrry. The ratios on which this research is
based are taken from cases in which violence was nor uniform across
the territory at issue. In those countries, troops were more concentrated
in some areas than others. Consequentl¡ the estimated numbers for
Iraq are broadly appropriate. Moreove¡ even if one sought a rario of
20 troops to 1,000 civilians for Baghdad, a city of about 6 million,
120,000 troops would be required for Baghdad alone.

Raising troop levels would be difficult for the United States
because U.S. armed forces are already heavily committed and strained
by the high operational tempo required by deployments in Afghani-

I Dobbins, McGinn, er al. (2003).

2 By^^n and Pollack (2006).
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stan, Ireq, and elsewhere in the world.3 Growing political opposition to
the war would make large-scale force increases unpopular. Even if the
will existed for a very large increase in overall U.S. force size so es ro
support greater deployments to Iraq, recruiting, training, and deploy-
ing new forces would ¡¿þs ¡i¡¡s-time during which conflict in Iraq
would continue and intensif'.

At increased force levels below the ¡atios needed to forcibly pacily
the country it is unlikely that the United States and its allies would be
able to quell violence; rhey may simply draw more of it on themselves.
The Coalition counr¡ies are not viewed as honest brokers in Iraq. U.S.
and UK soldiers have been accused and convicted of atrocities, and
some parties to the conflict, such as Muqtada al-Sadr, claim that the
U.S. presence is the cause of internecine conflict.a In such an enyiron-
ment, e more active Coalition role could lead to more yiolence and
greater public supporr for anti-Coalition forces. 

'W'arring 
groups might

form an alliance of convenience against the Coalition. Such coopera-
tion would almost certainly be shortlived, but it could result in signifi-
cant casualties fo¡ Coalition forces while it lasred.

One solution to this problem is to achieve the necessary rroop
levels by using local personnel. The effort to train Iraqi forces to take
over the task of fighting the insurgency and keeping the peace is nearþ
as old as the confict itself. But Iraqi forces have consisrenrly lacked
the numbers and capability to succeed in these missions. As secrar-
ian divides have deepened within the population, these fissures have
been reflected among Iraqi securiry personnel. The result is split loy-
alties. Individuals may fight er the command of the national goyern-
ment, but they may also be fighting in the inreresrs of their own secrer-
ian groups-either concurrently or in separare actions. lVhen units or
even individual soldiers from one ethnic or regional group take part in
operadons outside their home region or group, they are often viewed as

aggressors attacking the other population, further deepening secrarian
divides. Sunni populations, in parricular, have developed not unrea-

3 See Davis et al. (2005).

a Ridolfo (2006); Barrholet (2006); Enders (2006).
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sonable fears of attacks by police and other security services dominated
by the Shia.

The goal ofcreating national Iraqi security forces loyal to the gov-
ernment rather than to sectarian leaders remains, but few units of the
current force reflect such loyalties. Meanwhile, it has become increas-
ingly dificult to foster national loyalties under the cu¡renr conditions
of rising intergroup violence.

If current Coalition forces are insuffcient and Iraqi forces are
not capable, some othe¡ outside ector, either supranational, such as the
united Nations, or composed of willing srates orher than the currenr
Coalition parrners, could be called on to field the necessary force.

But few countries are likely to risk their soldiers in Iraq as perr
of what would be a highly dangerous mission. Getting enough forces
willing to do what must be done is, at the time of this writing, an
insurmountable challenge. of those countries that might provide
forces, many would do so only under restrictive rules of engagemenr.
This would make it all but impossible to effectively impose peace on
warring factions. Even with permissive rules of engegement, few forces
other than the current Coalition or major European countries have the
capability to carry out such a mission effectively. Thus, any solution
calling for overwhelming force would entail a much larger U.S. troop
presence-\^rith all of the problems that presents.

Pick, and Back, Winners

This option has a long and storied history. Backing a particular fac-
tion or factions to help them defeat their enemies is a time-honored
and time-tested mechanism of putting an end to conflict and, at least
in theory, placing a loyal and beholden friend in charge.s Howeve¡ as

modern weaponry has become easier to obtain and combatants have

5 During the period of the Raj, rhe uK successfully picked and backed local groups ro
expand and consolidare its authority in India. It followed a similar approach in Iraq berween
1920 and l'932 tnder the British Mandare. Coalirion forces generally and successfully sup-
ported the Bosnians in the bedlam ofrhe mid-l990s. Less successfull¡ rhe United Srares
fought alongside the South Vietnamese in Viernam.
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become more mobile, susreineble success in such endeavors has become
more elusive. The long-term subjugation of one group by another is
increasingly difficult ro susrain: The defeated party can field an effec-
tive insurgency thet the dominanr group finds impossible to suppress.
Conflicts in Sri Lanka and the Philippines, emong others, show how
difficult it can be to suppress an aggrieved minoriry. In Iraq, a strategy
of picking winne¡s would be unlikely to lead to a desirable end stare.

The choice facing the United States would be to ally with one or
more Shia groups or with one or more Sunni groups. There is no other
viable "side" to take in Iraq; "aligning" with the Kurds would leave
open the conflict berween the others. In either case, vicrory would
involve mass killings. Even if the United States sought to constrain its
all¡ failures to stop such activities would occur-and would implicate
the United States. Aside from the moral repercussions of being associ-
ated with such atrocities, U.S. legislation prohibits U.S. assistance to
forces that are credibly accused of human rights abuses. Backing a fac-
tion in this conflict could well become illegal. It would also damage
U.S. credibiliry as it seeks to advance the goals of democratizarion,
human rights, and accountabiliry globally.

The very decision to choose a group ro supporr could well back-
fire. Hostility to the presence of foreign forces in lraq, especially U.S.
forces, would probably increase and redound to the detriment of the
faction supported by the United States. Masking U.S. backing would
be impossible. If the U.S.-backed faction failed, the United States
would har¡e a clear enemy ar rhe helm of lraq.

Even if the United States could choose and back a winning side,
the results could well be detrimental to U.S. interesrs. The U.S. govern-
ment has strongly supported a unified, democratic Iraq and a negoti-
ated settlement to the conflict. If rhe U.S. governmenr were to abandon
these positions and choose a "winner," to annihilate opposition, Iraq
would very likely rerurn ro the parrerns of the past, with a new dictator
coming to po\Ã/er. The historical record suggesrs that attempting to back
a winner mey not yield a reliable parrner; todayt ally all too frequently
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becomes tomorrowt foe.6 Moreover, rhe weaker side would likely con-
tinue the insurgenc¡ perperuaring the conflict for many years.

Partition

Partition of Iraq into three srares> dominated, respectivel¡ by Sunni,
Shia, and Kurdish populations and leaders, has a certain appeal. Under
one proposel, U.S. seneror and presidential candidateJoseph Biden and
Council on Foreign Relations president emeritus Leslie Gelb argue for
the creation of highly auronomous regions, rerher than de jure separare
states.T Partitiont advantages seem logical: Each of the major sectarian
groups in Iraq would have a srate. Factionalized forces could fight for
their "own" people rarher than feigning loyalty to an Iraqi stere thar
seems increasingly illegrtrmate.

Partition may, in fact, be the eyentual outcome of the war in Iraq,
but it is not an ourcome for which the United States should \Mish-or
try to effect. U.S. supporr for the partition of Iraq would be viewed,
rightl¡ as an abandonmenr of its support of Iraq's uniry government
and hopes for a democratic furure. These may no longer be possible
to support, given the exrenr of violence, but, by throwing its weight
behind partition, the United States might engender ar leasr as much
violence for at least as long as it would if it tried to choose a side.

Although Iraq does have three major secrarian groups (as well as

a few smaller ones), the groups ere nor nearly divided geographicall¡
as the ethnic cleansing already under way demonsrrares. Not only is
Baghdad itself ethnically mixed-so are rowns and cities throughout
the country- The division of Iraq would precipitate even more ethnic
cleansing than has taken place to date, displacing ethnic populations
and triggering more killings. However carefully partition were to be
negotiated, groups would wind up dissatisfied, and each would believe
that the U.S. and other Coalition forces had backed one or another of

6 Manuel Noriega in Panama, Mobutu Sese Seko in the Democraric Republic ofthe congo,
and Saddam Hussein in lraq, among others, went from being u.S. f¡iends ro u.S. enemies.

7 Bide.' and Gelb (2006).
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their enemies. Fighting over ethnically mixed areas would intensify,
further feeding secrarian conflict. The more Coalition forces became
involved in the fighting, the more hostility toward them would grow.
The United States would likely be held at least partly responsible for the
atrocities that would ensue f¡om partition.

\Øhether or nor partition would be successful, it would create and
heighten animosities and territorial claims among Iraqt population
that would last for generations. This would increase the potential for
future conflict, either berween Iraqt successor stares, if partition came
ro pass, or within Iraq itself, if it did not.

If partition v/ere to succeed, the successor srares would be weak
and require significant supporr to become viable. Neighbors such as

Iran and Saudi Arabia might see "shiastan" and "sunnistan" as clienr
states and potentially foster conflict berween them. The Kurds would
seek U.S. help to maintain independence and to gain and retain con-
trol of key oil fields and üansport roures. If the United States were
to grant this support, it would be seen as an enemy by the other rwo
successors, perhaps provoking a potentially dangerous intervention by
Turke¡ Syria, and lran, which, with sizable Kurdish populations of
their own, have much to lose and nothing to gain from an indepen-
dent Kurdistan. Turkey might move forces into the erea, as it has done
in the past. If the United States failed to support the Kurds, Kurdis-
tan would probably become a failed state. Efforts by the United States
to evenhandedly support and aid all three successor stares would be
unlikely to be perceived as evenhanded by any parties, inside or our-
side lraq. These efforts would pur rhe United States at odds with Saudi
Arabia, Turke¡ and Iran.

It is difficult to see how efforts to partition Iraq would not lead
to more, rather than less, violence- Partition would also likely lead to
more involvement by neighboring states in lraq. Continued conflict
might well spill over into neighboring srares.
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Leave

If overwhelming force would be infeasible and picking a winner or par-
tition would likely lead ro ourcomes detrimental to U.S. and Iraqi inter-
ests, the United States may be best served by withdrawing its rroops.
The strongest ergument against withdrawal is that U.S. and other
Coalition forces ere prevenring a bad situation from becoming worse.
Those who argue that U.S. forces must remain in Iraq predict that their
departure would ceuse even greerer violence, followed by the creation
of terrorist safe havens and an arena in which Iraq's neighbors would
vie for infuence.s Some argue that withdrawal would have high costs
in terms of a loss in U.S. credibiliry.r They say that withdrawal might
encourage insurgents elsewhere to battle forces, U.S. or not, engaged
in peace enforcement operations rather than to seek accommodation
with domesdc foes. They also believe that withdrawal would reduce
u.S- credibility with currenr or potential partners or allies around the
globe, as the United States would be perceived as nor adhering to its
commitments.ro The credibility of promises by the United States to
defend Arab states, especially those situated around the Persian Gul[
is of particular concern. Opponents of withd¡awal also cite the dan-
gers posed to other U.S. policy interests. 's7ithdrawal from Iraq could
be viewed as ¡einforcing perceptions thar Iran has bested the United
States in Iraq and is in a position of rising regional power.rr Some argue
that withdrawal would set back the attainment of U.S. goals of a peace-
ful Middle East and the spread of democ¡acy in the region.t2

8 Se., for example, Klein (2006), "Between Staying and Going" (2006), and'Whire House
(2oo6b).

9 In President George'W. Busht rema¡ks at a Republican Pany event in Nashville, Tennes-
see, in August 2006, the President said that early departure would "shred the credibility of
the Unired States ofAmerica" (Vhire House, 2006a).

l0 In his December 18,200r, address to the nation, President George'W. Bush said, regard-
ing withdrawal, "'líe would abandon our Iraqi friends and signal to rhe world rhar America
cannor be trusred ro keep irs word" (Vhite House, 2005).

ll Charles Kraurhammer (2006) makes rhis argument-

12 Kraurhr-m er (2006).
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Each of these arguments hes weaknesses. Credibility is not
enhanced by adhering to a losing straregy; nor are other U.S. goals in
the Middle East. Iraq has already become a training ground for terror-
ists and a cause célèbre for radical Islamists. U.S. withdrawal would
eliminate a primary draw for foreign fighters-the opportunity to fight
against and kill Americans.

If U.S. forces were ro leave, Iran would see the U.S. departure
as vindication- As confict continues, the Iranian goyernment would
likely find itself inc¡easingly involved in Iraq. It might even ertempr ro
paci{y the countr¡ encounrering some, if not all, of the same problems
as the United States. It would certainly have to deal with an influx of
refugees and could possibly suffer from the spread of the conflict to
Kurdish or Arab enclaves in Iran itself. Under this scenario, Têhran
might well come ro regrer the U.S. deparrure.

The departure of U.S. rroops will not end sectarian strife and may
well exacerbate it. Iraqk neighbors could be drawn into the confict,
as they assist inte¡nal allies. Insofar as it keeps violence from getdng
wo¡se and prevenß groups such as al Qaeda in Iraq from securing a
stronghold in that counrry, a continued U.S. presence may be benefi-
cial. However, the longer that sectarian strife conrinues despite U.S.
efforts to quell it, the more difficult it will be to ar¡oid withdrawing
U.S. forces.

Maintain Current Efforts

Current U.S. policy relies on a continuing effort to broker a deal
among key factions to reduce, and evenrually eliminate, political vio-
lence, while attacking groups perceived as spoilers. This strategy has
not worked, in great part because Iraqt leaders are hedging against the
failure of a unified Iraq by seeking ro ensure the security of their own
ethnic and religious groups. The persistent efforts of all parties to but-
t¡ess their own positions contribure ro rhe violence and to rhe likeli-
hood that Iraq will fail.

Even if all the political leaders participating in Iraqt currenr gov-
ernment sought to halt the violence, they might be unsuccessful. The
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netional unity governmenr does not represenr all the factions that fight.
Leaders ofthe represented factions often do not control all fighters in
thei¡ factions. These leaders might seek to end the violence but are
unable to deliver. Those not sitting at the table are unlikely to abandon
violence as a tool to achieve their goals.

As the violence conrinues, positions harden; fewer people see a

political solution as plausible. Escalation and revenge have already set
in; retaliatory killings are commonplace. In this atmosphere, e morato-
rium on all killings may be the right solution, but it is nor an appeal-
ing one to the many who feel wronged and who desire vengeance. As
violence continues, a deal will become harder to st¡ike-

To make violence less appealing both to political leaders and to
fighters, it must be made less effective. In pursuit of this goal, U.S. and
other Coalition forces have soughr ro support the national unity gov-
ernment by raining Iraqi security forces, increasing patrols in Bagh-
dad and elsewhere, and, as ofJanuary 2007, increasing U.S. force com-
mitments in Iraq for an unknown period of time.

From Strategy to Policy

The United States is faced with a pordolio of unappealing options,
many ofwhich appear to have little chance of producing positive results.
Troop increases to levels deemed necessary according to U.S. experi-
ence in other conficrs seem impossible. Partition or rhe backing of a
faction would likely exacerbate the violence and increase the involve-
ment of lraq' neighbors in the conflict. Administration oficials have
stated that large-scale troop reductions are nor on the table.r3 '!7'hile

the current approach of efforts to broker a deal and reduce violence
with the troops and policy tools available is fraught with problems, it is
likely to remain U.S. policy at least until earþ 2009.

If the broad oudines of the srrategy are ro conrinue, we argue that
parts of it, at least, can be improved, making it more likel¡ although
still far from guaranteed, that violence will decline and the Iraqi gov-

13 Pfeiffe. (2006).
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ernment will become more viable. For this srraregy to be improved,
the reduction ofviolence must become the cent¡al focus of u.S. efforts
in lraq. Tiaditional assisrance programs try ro accelerate economic
growth, enhance democrac¡ and improve goyernment operations-
policy goals that the u.s. governmenr has a¡ticulated foi Iraq. u.s.
assistance programs were insrrumental in successfully holding three
elections: two parliamenrary and a referendum on the constitution. But
elections have not dampened the violence no¡ have (J.S. reconstruction
programs, hobbled as they have been by the costs and inefficiencies
caused by the lack of security. Economic development programs and
efforts to foster civil society have also not had a notable impact. The
growingviolence has been a principal reason that these efforts have had
such limited success.

'w'hile secrarian violence has emerged as the most critical threat
to lraq's future and reducing it is the mosr crucial task facing the Coali-
tion, all forms of violence must decline if Iraq is to become a viable
state. The forms of violence are interdependent; a decline in one will

_Although U.S. efforts to date have not been particularþ suc-
cessful, the u-S. governmenr retains a number of policy tools to
combat violence in lraq; the way in which they are employed could be

military forces is the most prominent among
litical suasion, diplomatic pressure on Iraqt
nce, and economic aid can also be useful, if

applied effectively. In the chapters that follow, we provide recommen-
dations on howpolicies in each of these arees can be betrer utilized to
combat violence.





CHAPTER THREE

Political Suasion

Two key policies in the political sphere creare the necessary though far
from suffcienr, preconditions for helping stabilize Iraq and ¡educe vio-
lence. First of these is continuing supporr for the Iraqi national unity
government. \Øithout such a government, Iraq will fail. Second is the
need to engage Iraq's neighbors in efforts to reduce support for groups
engaged in violence in Iraq.

Maintain a National Unity Government

The formation of the national uniry gorrernmenr was a crucial step
in curbing sectarian violence, albeit not a sufficient one. A national
unity government is far more likely to pursue peace than one excluding
major parties to the conflict. The current government makes reconcili-
ation possible not because of the particular individuals ar its helm but
because it includes representatives spanning the major sectarian and
ethnic divides in Iraq. Another government that is es or more represen-
tative would be no less acceptable.

But a national unity governmenr musr surmount three major,
near-term challenges if it is ro suryive and succeed:

1. Prevent a Kurdish takeover of Kirkuk.
2. Prevent the creation of additional regions.
3. Ensure that the central government conrinues to control oil

revenue.

23
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The U.S. goyernment has policy insr¡umenrs available to help in
all three areas.

Prevent a Kurdish Takeover of Kirkuk
Kirkuk is not currently part of the autonomous Kurdish region, but
many in Kurdistan would like it to be, in part for historical reasons
(although the city has long been multiethnic), bur, more importantl¡
because of Kirkukt large oil fields. According to Iraqt constitution, by
the end of 2007, a census and local referendum must be held to deter-
mine the srarus of Kirkuk. In anticipation of this, the Kurdish mili-
tias, the peshmerga, have taken measures to establish control of Kirkuk,
encouraging Kurds ro move into the area, seizing propeffy from indi-
viduals who are not Kurds, and setting up checkpoints on access roads
to verifr ethnic identities. Because recenr Iraqi governmenrs have been
so weak, they have found it difficult to resisr rhese measures.

A Ku¡dish takeover of Kirkuk would exacerbate violence in that
ciry and might encourage Kurds and other groups ro try to take con-
t¡ol and carry our ethnic cleansing elsewhere. It would heighten ten-
sions with Sunnis and Shias, as well as other Iraqi ethnic groups. Most
importantl¡ it would make it highly unlikely that a unity governmenr
would stay together, as it would be seen as a first step toward Kurdish
independence. U.S. policymakers should make it clear to the Kurd-
ish parties that the United States does not support a Kurdish take-
over of the city. They should encourage efforts to reach a negoriared
settlement for the future of the cit¡ changing the constitutional provi-
sions through the constitutional review process if necessary. The U.S.
administ¡ation should notifr the Kurds that, if thep eshmerga conrinue
to engage in ethnic cleansing, the U.S. government will suppo¡r rhe
Arab parties on rhe issue of Kirkuk to the point of using U.S. military
fo¡ces to stop these actions. The U.S. government should be prepared
to act on these threats-l

I rhe I."q Srudy Group advocates posrponing, unril an unspecified fluture date, rhe refer-
endum on Kirkuk's status, which rhe Iraqi constirurion mandares be held in 2007. It also
recommends that the issue ofrhe status oFKirkuk be transferred ro an inrernational Iraqi
supporr group for final resolution (Baker, Hamilton, and Eagleburger, 2006, p. 66).
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The Kurdish parties will seek U.S. support for Kurdish aspira-
tions or request that the United States take a hands-offapproach. They
will cite the history of Kurdish-U.S. friendship, continuing Kurdish
suppofi for the United States throughout the wa¡ and the tragedies of
Kurdish history. But, because the Kurds are likely to back down if they
truly fear the loss of U.S. supporr, the United States has the capacity to
influence the situation.

Oppose the Creation of New Regions
The Iraqi constitution calls for a federal state,burfederalism is loosely
defined. The constirution granrs auronomy to the Kurdish region,
which currently consists of three provinces (governorates). Both the
constitution and legislation passed by the Iraqi parliamenr in October
2006 allow for the crearion óf additional auronomous regions if prov-
inces voluntarily band togerher to do so. The legislation prevents the
formation of new regions for at least 18 months, meaning that the for-
mation of new regions could begin in spring 2008.2

If new regions are creared, they will be d¡awn along sectarian
lines. Because Iraqt secrarian and ethnic populations are so inter-
mingled, no delineation can clearþ separare one group from another.
Kurds, Sunnis, and Shias will be left on both sides of any given bound-
ary- The creadon of additional regions would almost certainly trigger
efforts to cleanse multiethnic neighborhoods through violence.

Of Iraqt 18 provinces, nine are predominantly Shiite, three pre-
dominately Ku¡dish, and three predominantly Sunni. The resr, includ-
ing Baghdad, are mixed, but all provinces conrain areas of great ethnic
and sectarian diversity. Iraqt oil wealth is concenrrated in the sou¡h-
ern, Shia provinces and in the area around Kirkuk. For this reason, rhe
Sunni community generally opposes rhe creation of new auronomous
regions. Many Sunnis fear that new regions will leave the Sunnis with
less political power and worse economic prospecrs, as regions with oil
and the autonomy to administer their wealth will seek disproportion-
ate shares oflraqt oil revenues.

2 Semple (2006).
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The moratorium on the formation of new regions until spring
2008 buys some time, during which the U.S. government can work ro
discourage the creation of new regions. During this period, the U.S.
government should use official U.S. policy sraremenrs and discussions
with Iraqi government officials, parliamentarians, and other political
leaders to underline the u.s. view that the creation of more regions
would not be in lraq's best interests.

The U.S. government has limited leverage if it uses suasion alone.
u.s. assistance, however, can also be used to discourage the creation
of more regions. Over the past year, some U.S. aid has been retargeted
toward provinces through Provincial Reconstruction Têams (PRTÐ.
The purpose of these teams is to provide resources and training to
local politicians to build their capacity to provide governmenr services,
menage funds and projects, and improve the efficacy of assistance proj-
ects by tying them more closely to local needs. PRTs and assisrance ro
provinces can be used to weaken initiatives to creare regional govern-
ments by fostering the independence of provincial governments from
proposed regional governments while strengthening and improving
ties between these provinces and the cenrral government in Baghdad.
Efforts to improve government operations at the provincial level should
focus on improving coordination between the central and provincial
governments, thereby building institutional linkages that would make
the creation of new regional governments less appealing and providing
incentives for provincial officials to supporr continued central govern-
ment control of oil revenues. Assistance should be targeted at provinces
in the sourh that are the most likely candidates for inclusion in new
regions. Key initiatives include devolving authority for public health
clinics and schools while improving the transfer of funds to them from
the health and education ministries, respectively. As part of this pro-
cess, the United States should rarget its assistance programs at improv-
ing the capacity oflraqi ministries to design programs, disburse monies,
and monitor and audit results. such an epproach provides for local
autonomy without threatening the role of the central governmenr.

Because this effort will take time, it must begin as soon as pos-
sible if it is to bear f¡uit. By building on existing U.S. programs and
focusing them on specific, long-term goals, it can creare institutional
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arrengements thât diminish the incentives to create more autonomous
reglons.

Keep Oil Revenues in the Hands of the Central Government
In 2005, oil exports accounted for 93 percenr of the revenues of the
Iraqi government; they will conrinue ro accounr for more than 85 per-
cent ofplanned government revenue for the foreseeable future. lWithout

these projected revenues, the Iraqi cenüal government will be unable to
govern: It will be unable ro pey securiry forces; fund governmenr sup-
port programs such âs rhe Public Distribution System (PDS), which
provides food; or ¡un clinics and schools.

Both the Kurds and those Shia groups that are pushing ro set up
one or more new regions seek mo¡e autonomy in part because they seek
to control revenue from local oil operations. The Kurds have already
sold drilling rights in the Kurdish governorares. However, geography
need not necessarily determine control over oil revenues. Even if Iraq
splits into regions, the key issue will be who gers rhe check: the new
regional governments or the central government?

If new autonomous regions are created and gain control of local
oil resources, the central government will be weakened financially.
Regions will finance themselves, increasing their independence, and
the central government will lack the funds needed to provide govern-
ment services or pey for securiry forces. The regions will then take
responsibility for providing these services and securit¡ contributing
to increased sectarianism and the potential breakup of the counrry.
Conficts over territory will deepen as regions seek ro gain and cemenr
control over resource-rich land.

The U.S. government should make it clea¡ to Iraqi political leaders
who desire U.S. support that the Iraqi national governmenr musr con-
trol oil revenues.3 These policy sratemenrs should be made discreetly in
bilateral meetings. The U.S. government should also use its influence to

3 The Itaq Study Group argued that rhe federal governmenr needs ro rerain conrrol ofoil
revenues and thar oil revenues need to be disbursed on rhe basis ofpopulation. The group
argued that regional control ofoil revenues would contribure to the disintegration oflraq
(Baker, Hamilton, and Eagleburger, 2006, p. 65).
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pressure international oil companies with U.S. operations to make all
payments for Iraqi oil to the Iraqi central governmenr, not to regional
governments. Exploration agreements should be signed with the Iraqi
national government, not with regional governments.

As the Iraqi government debares these issues, the U.S. govern-
ment should provide assistance to help it develop proposals for ensur-
ing the equal distribution of oil revenues. Because they account for
almost all governmenr revenues, initiall¡ oil revenues will be needed to
fund Iraqi goyernment opererions at all levels-cenrral, regional, and
provincial-and to invest in infrastrucrure.

If oil production and reverìues were ro expand, the Iraqi gov€rn-
ment could provide a national oil dividend to be dispensed to all Iraqi
citizens. Such a dividend would help limit the size of the Iraqi gov-
ernment, thereby reducing corruption. It would solidiS' supporr for a

unitary state. It could also replace the current highly inefficient system
of food rations and thereby provide en economic impetus to Iraqi
agriculture.

Engaging lraq's Neighbors

The United States has defined its mission in Iraq to preclude the coop-
eration of many regional states: The U.S. government has stated that
the intervention in Iraq is a means of effecting democratization else-
where in the Middle East, a position that many regional powers see

as espousing regime change. As a result, while all of lraq's neighbors
are concerned about the slide toward civil wa¡ and none wenrs ro see

a complete failure of the U.S. mission, they also-with the possible
exceptions of Jordan, Kuwait, and Tirrkey-do not wanr ro see its
unqualified success.

That said, there is room for progress. All of Iraqt neighbors favor
a unified Iraq strong enough to maintain its territorial integrity but not
so powerful as to rhreaten them. None favors the c¡eation of powerful
autonomous regions or the breakup of Iraq. There are, howeve¡ major
disagreemenrs among rhem about the ideal narure of the Iraqi state,
many ofwhich mirror the divisions within Iraq itself, Saudi Arabia and
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Jordan share Sunni concerns about Shia ascendancy; Iran backs Shia
claims and supports va¡ious Shia militias; and Turke¡ like Iran and
Syria, opposes an independent or e.ren highly auronomous Kurdistan.
Iraqb neighbors are ala¡med ar rhe violence, but, because many neigh-
boring steres supporr one or another of the violent parties, they have
fed the violence they fear.

As long as Iraqt neighbors supporr violent factions in Iraq, those
factions retain both the incentives and capacity to keep fighting. Thus,
neighbors will need ro cooperere ro secure peace. Bosnia in the mid-
1990s and Afghanistan after September 11, 2001, demonstrated that
the cooperation of neighboring states is a crucial factor in piecing
back together a broken society. Se¡biat, Bosniat, and Croatia's presi-
dents we¡e key participanrs at the discussions that led to the Dayton
Accords and the resolution of the Bosnian conflict-despite their per-
sonal responsibility for precipitating and continuing the war. Pakistan,
Iran, Russia, and India were key partners in creating the new golrern-
ment in Afghanistan, although each had supported different factions
in Afghanistan. Iraqt neighbors must be similarly engaged, which
requires that the U.S. government undertake direct discussions with
all those governments, emphasizing sovereignt¡ territorial integrit¡
power-sharing, and stability for Iraq.a

Iraqt neighbors have been meeting to discuss lraq's future, most
recently in Tehran. Until March 2007, they did so largely without
Iraq, the United Stares, or the European powers. The U.S. governmenr
should build on the initial steps taken ar rhe March conference to help
ensure that a broad group that includes itself;, Iraq, the United King-
dom, Japan (which has not been involved to date), and other major
powers with an inreresr in a stable Iraq continue ro meer regularþ
This group should become a basis for a regional peace process designed
to stabilize Iraq and resr on principles of noninterference, ¡he territo-
rial integrity of lraq, and greater regional involvement in reconciling
Iraqk warring groups. A more comprehensive regional security com-

4 Engaging in mulrilateral and bilateral ralks about the furure of Iraq with all of Iraq's
neighbors was a key recommendation of rhe Iraq Study Group (Baker, Hamilton, and Eagle-
burger, 2006, pp. 50-58).
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pact could errolr'e our of this process, but it is not e prerequisite and
would depend on whether a consensus is first reached on Iraq.

The U.S. government should also build on the interactions with
Iran in March 2007 to develop bilate¡al talks with all of Iraqt neigh-
bors, including Iran and Syria, ro conrinuously discuss efforts to stabi-
lize Iraq. Discussions with Syria and Iran should be frank but focused
on pursuing areas in which inreresrs are congruent rather than on diÊ
ferences. If Iran or syria insists on adding other issues to the agenda,
the U.S. goyernment should, within limits, consider broader discus-
sions (if not necessarily any demands made in rhose discussions). Meet-
ing with representatives of anothe¡ state should not be seen as a reward
but as a standa¡d foreign policy tool of the U.S. government. At the
same time, it will remain very much in u.s. interests to monitor lra-
nian, Saudi, and Syrian activities in and regarding Iraq and to assess
their implications for U.S. inrerests.

Regional initiatives, such as theA¡ab League's Iraq Reconciliation
Program, should also be given more prominence. UN efforts in sup-
port of the governmentt dialogue and reconciliation program should
receive more support as well.

U.S. willingness ro engege all oflraq's neighbors can make a major
difference in Iraqt slide deeper into cir¡il war. It is not a guarantee of
success, but it is almost certainly a prerequisite.



CHAPTER FOUR

Security: Targeting Aid and lnfluence

Militias and other armed groups loyal to political or ethnic factions
represented within the governmenr perperrere most secrarian violence.
These groups have to be stopped from engaging in violence, reduced in
size, and eventually disbanded. Cur¡ent strategies rely increasingly on
Iraq's security forces to contain violence, with the goal of their taking
primary responsibility for this mission. Howeve¡ Iraq's security forces
are staffed in large part by former or current members ofthe very groups
they must restrain to pacif' the country successfully. Despite train-
ing programs financed by assistance from the United States and other
Coalition pertners, in aggregate, rhese forces are failing to improve
the security of Iraqt citizens. \Øhile some unirs, notably in the arm¡
are performing well, other individuals and units, notably in the police
forces, contribute to, rether than combat, secrarian and criminal vio-
lence. The proportion that is part of the problem shows no signs of
shrinking, but, rathe¡ eppears to be growing. Reversing these trends is
crucial to reducing the violence.

Get the Ministry of lnterior Under Control

Ministry of Interior (MoI) officials currently operere with insufficient
oversight or control. The MoI has been accused of harboring Shia
squads that assassinate political opponents and Sunnis suspected of
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supporting the insurgency.r Some police units have engaged in kidnap-
ping and extortion. Such abuses have contributed ro rhe rise of sectar-
ian conflict and overall violence.

One important immediate change in the securiry forces should
be in vetting and appointing oficials. Senior officials throughout the
Iraqi government perceive bestowing jobs on their supporrers as their
right. The goyernment has exerred little control over rhe number of
worke¡s hired and, therefore, over payroll. Too meny people are ger-
ting paid without regard to whether they work. This system has made
it easy for politicians to employ partisan fighters in the MoI. Although
petronage has a long tradition in Iraq and cannot be overcome quickl¡
better controls can make a difference. setting minimum standards of
performance and enforcing disciplinary codes would result in some
improvement.

Some efforts have been made to implemenr reforms, including
those by the current inrerior minister, Jawad al-Bolani, but the scale of
the problem and insufficient senior political supporr have flummoxed
efforts.2 Some argue that the MoI is beyond repair, that it should be
dismantled and rebuilt from scratch. In an envi¡onment in which an
outside force could provide securiry it might be possible to ensure rhat
current MoI personnel, including police, give up their weapons and a¡e
either rehi¡ed once they have been vetted or severed from governmenr
employment and helped to find new positions outside the government.
However, MoI patrols and personnel do deter some violent activiry
and counter some crimìnal activiry. '!Øithout means to provide secu-
rity during the transition, dismantling the MoI would likely lead to
increased violence. In the absence ofany police presence, todayt high
levels of crime would rise even higher.

'!í'holesale replacement of the MoI administration and bureau-
cratic staffwould create irs own set of challenges but might be feasible.
A new, vetted staff would have to be available befo¡e the forme¡ staff
has been dismissed-a difficult undertaking. Alternativel¡ the MoI
could be reconstituted one department at a time. However, the antici-

I See Moore (2006a,2006b) and Tave¡nise (2006).

2 See'Wong and von Zielbauer (2006).
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pated changes could lead to efforts by personnel to exploit rheir current
positions to the fullest while they are sdll in office.

Because of these challenges, complere dismantling of the ministry
is probably infeasible. However, unless the effort to clean up the MoI
receives consistent support from all perries in Iraqt government, it will
remain a contributor, rether than an impediment, to violence.

The government of Iraq has committed to reform the MoI-
The minister has laid our a vision for a refo¡med ministr¡ and the
prime minister is considering reform proposals, for instance, surround-
ing restructuring the ministry and purging officials involved in abuses.
The U.S. government needs to ensure thar these ¡eform efforts ere car-
ried through and extended. The key is not simply to do a "one-ofF'
s\Meep that remoyes certain individuals but to pur in place, and susrain,
systemic reforms that will reduce the opportunities for abuse and cor-
ruption in the future. The U.S. government can back the following
further reforms:

l. The Iraqi government should give the MoI a deadline, perhaps
no more than rwo months, to complete the ongoing effort to
compile a complete list of employees and descriprions of their
jobs.3 After this period, only people on the list would receive a

salary. Those not on the list would be removed.
2. A system of biometric identification cards is being developed for

the Iraqi armed forces and for the MoI.a This effort should be
completed. Cards should nor be issued until personnel lists are
complete, and then only to personnel on the lists. This sysrem
will also make it possible to end access if and when persons are
removed from the roster-rhis access policy must be rigorously
enforced.

3. The Council of Ministers should creare hiring boards composed
of representatives from each of the major political groupings for
key positions in each of the major departments of the MoI. The

3 The MoI will soon have in place the IT infrastrudure ro caprure and srore these lisrs in
rhe form ofpersonnel databases.

4 Author conversarion with Coalirion official, winter 2006.
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boards \Mould have to approve all new hires. Only the boards
would be allowed to add individuals ro rhe list of employees and
only employees on the list would receive paychecks. In the case
of the locally based Iraqi Police Service (IPS), the boards would
reflect the composition of the local polities.

4. In addition to making decisions about hires, the boards would
investigate all current employees to dete¡mine whether they
have been involved in illegal activities or secrarian violence.
The staffassigned ro rhe boards would check for fraud by deter-
mining whether each employee actually exists and reports for
work. Some investigations of this sort are under way now; they
should become universal. Employees accused of illegal activi-
ties should be prosecuted and, if convicted, rerminared and
punished. This must include highlevel officials and those close
¡s ¡þsm-otherwise, the efforr will be neither credible nor
effective.

5. The finance ministry which controls paymenrs to MoI staffand
police, should shift from e sysrem of lump-sum peymenrs to
localities to individual payments to each employee. Once elec-
tronic paymenr systems become available, hopefully during
2007, the finance ministry should move salary payments from
cash to electronic deposits, limiting the abiliry of government
officials to take e cur from their employees' paychecks.5

6. The Iraqi government should eliminate units and departments
of the MoI rhat have been credibly accused of wide-scale cor-
ruption or inûltrated by antigovernmenr egents or do not serve a
useful purpose. 'When 

a departmenr or unir has been disbanded,
individual staffmembers should be welcome to reapply for other
jobs in the MoI, after they have been fully vetted.

5 The lraq Study Group recommends thar salary paymenr for local police be consolidated
in rhe MoI (Baker, Hamilton, and Eagleburger, 2006, p.80). We argue that, even iFconsoli-
dared at the MoI, the ministrywould still exercise too lirrle conrrol. In our view, rhe Minis-
try of Finance provides a more effecrive avenue for limiting paymenrs of governmenr salaries
to supporters of ministers.
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Individuals who lose their jobs es e resulr of the development of
jobs lists and better veming will have reason to be angry with Iraqt
government and the Coalition. Those who are nor accused of crimes
and thus not subject ro prosecurion should be offe¡ed short-term unem-
ployment insu¡ance and access to training programs while they seek
work or, if they are eligible, a rerirement package. The MoI should
ensure that police and other MoI security personnel and units that are
declared redundant do not retain access to weapons or armories.

The U.S. government should suppom these actions through all
the policy inst¡umenrs at irs disposal. The U.S. mission and Multi-
National Force-Iraq should continue to emphasize the importance of
reforming the MoI. If the reforms are nor implemented, the United
States should withd¡aw support from those parts of the Iraqi gov-
ernment that have failed to implement them. Aside from encourag-
ing the reforms detailed here, the U.S. government should share with
Iraqi government officials U.S. assessments of the involvement of cur-
rent and proposed MoI personnel in perpeüaring violence. Ongoing
effo¡ts to provide additional training to all personnel of the centrally
based National Police can support the vetting effort and must be con-
sciously used to do so. The U.S. Agency for International Developmenr
(USAID), along with Multi-National Security Transition Command-
Iraq (MNSTC-I), should accelerate programs to install financial man-
agement information sysrems in the Iraqi governmenr, especially in the
MoI. The U.S. government should also assist the Iraqi governmenr in
creating a unified electronic employment registry and payroll sysrem so

that it can track all employees and ensure that government employees
receive their full wages, without their superiors taking e cur.6

Although less ofa problem than the MoI, the Ministry of Defense
should be subject to similar reviews, oversight, and financial controls,
as should the rest of the government. The security ministries should be
the first priorit¡ however.

6 Ifw^g.s are deposited into accounrs accessible ro the families ofpersonnel, rhis can also
help alleviate high rates ofabsenteeism among the security forces, as some o[this is caused
by deployed personnel traveling home ro provide money ro their families.
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The United States' abiliry to effect these changes is nor es srrong as

might be wished. It will be especially important ro ensure that USAID
and MNSTC-I have sufficient, high-quality resources ro suppoft these
reforms.T Cleaning up rhe MoI is a prerequisite for creating security
forces in Iraq that can be effectively used to combat violence. However,
as violence conrinues and sectarian divides deepen, a reformed and
unified MoI may become simply impossible for Iraq in the neer rerm.

lmprove Policing

Police are responsible for controlling crime, the primary source of inse-
curity for most Iraqis living outside of Baghdad, Diyala, or Al Anbar.
If police were to successfully reduce crime throughout Iraq, they would
help starve the insurgencies of weapons, funds, and support. The gen-
eral atmosphere of lawlessness in Iraq makes it easier for insurgents to
moye, communicare, and attack U.S. and Iraqi government forces.

Police should ideally be the first line of defense against internal
violence. Although they will nor yer be able ro operare with extensive
support from the Iraqi army and Coalition forces, it is importanr to ar
least put a civil police "fece" on all operations. By making suppression
of Iraqt internal violence a police issue, minimizing the role of Coali-
tion and Iraqi military forces, perceptions of violent acrors as defend-
ers of national, ethnic, or religious interests might be transformed into
perceptions of them as common criminals, helping dampen nationalist
and sectarian violence. Iraqi police do not face the cultural, linguistic,
and (given training) professional challenges that Coalition forces face
when they perform law enforcement duties in lraq. The spur ro rhe
insurgency provided by cultural blunders perpetrated by the Coalition
would be mitigared if Iraqi police were in the forefront of law enforce-
ment. The more that Coalition military forces a¡e involved in curfews,
responses to civil unresr, and combating criminal violence, the more

7 Att imporrant step, aside from financial resources, will be to recruir and rerain a cadre of
U.S. experts with deep knowledge o[the MoI and Iraqi police rather rhan the currenr prac-
tice ofrotating most personnel on an annual, or even shorrer, basis.
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that Iraqis feel they are under occuparion. The more that military forces
are involved in these actions, the more likely it is that militar¡ rarher
than police, tactics will be used-potentially making Iraqis feel less

rather than more secure.
The Coalition should make it a priority to have Iraqi police handle

as many cases relating to violence, wharever its origin, as possible. The
U.S. government should ensure rhar currenr programs to train and
equip Iraqi police and internal security forces are adequately funded
and are effective in improving the performance of these units. Com-
prehensive and frequent reviews of current efforts will be needed to
achieve this goal. A commitmenr to long-term funding that provides
the MoI and IPS some certainry over future U.S. commitments is also
rmPortant.

Cleaning up the police force is even more important than train-
ing. Police units need to be purged of lawbreakers if they are to be
credible and effective. The focus of assistance programs for the police
is now shifting from numbers of police officers uained to their profes-
sionalization; this emphasis needs to be taken seriously and an equal
focus needs to be given to incorporating accountability into the police
management system. To achieve this goal, more international
police officers should be embedded with local police forces, especially
in Baghdad. Military police personnel, used to make up for shortfalls
in civilian police, are imperfect substitutes, because military police nec-
essarily use different tacrics and have different training than civilian
police do-and it is civilian policing capacity that Iraq needs. 

'W'her-

ever and wheneve¡ feasible, international officers should patrol with
Iraqi police. But their primary task should be to mento¡ train, and
monitor local police commanders. Menrors should continue ro reporr
on corrupt or incompetent officers so ther Coalition officials can relay
this information to the Iraqi governmenr for action.s

The U.S. government should provide funding to improve police
leadership training courses and to ensure appropriate equipping of
police forces. The Iraqi government should be encouraged to make

8 The I."q Study Group also recommends thar mo¡e inrernational police officers be embed-
ded with Iraqi forces (Baker, Hamilton, a¡d Eagleburger, 2006, p- 82).
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superior performance in these programs mandatory for promotion
while making performance on the job rhe most important factor. All
officers should cycle through additional training programs on a regular
basis.

In some cases, units of the centrally managed National Police,
a heavily armed, mobile intervention force that also includes special-
ized functions such âs emergency response and public ordeç have been
effective in fighting crime and terrorism. These unirs are some of the
more capable police forces in lraq. They have also been implicated in
sectarian violence; some have operated as death squads. Embedding
mentors within t ¡ helpful in uncovering
and preventing m be fully effective, in part
because members I ¡esist it.

An effort is currently under wey to ensure that all National police

office¡s receive additional training. This training provides an opporru-
nity to examine each unit and vet its personnel. 

-w'e 
unde¡stand that an

effort is now under way ro adapt the training to focus more on polic-
ing than on military tacrics.e This must be implemented and built on.
The recent offer of training assistance by the Italian carabinieri is wel-
come in this regard. -we further recommend that all National Police
units should undergo comprehensive investigations. Coalidon fo¡ces as
well as Iraqi officials should investigate complaints. They should make
results of these investigations public, and individuals should be pros-
ecuted and otherwise held accountable for thei¡ actions. units with
¡ecords of abuse should be disbanded. As with other disbanded MoI
units, individuals serving in these units who are nor implicated in
crimes should be able to apply for work elsewhere in the MoI, after vet-
ting. They should not be routinely reassigned elsewhere.

In the near rerm, there are trade-offs between the need to reform
the police, and thus rely more on Coalition and Iraqi military forces,
and the need to fight violence by utilizing police units to the great-
est extent possible. Vetting will reduce police ranks even as the police
become cenral to responding to Iraqt security needs. But the alter-
native of maintaining an unreliable force is worse. A visible, effective

e DoD 1zoo6;
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police presence is critical to deterring violence and changing public
perceptions, but, as that is developed, the existing police will continue
to rely heavily on Coalition forces and the Iraqi army for support and
force protection.

Police Organization and Recruiting

Lessons from other insurgencies, such as Malaya, show that police pri-
macy, the development of trust in the local government, and commu-
nity policing are critical to successful counterinsurgency operations.
They are also helpful ways to fight secrarian conflict- '!Øhile national
standards for training, pa¡ and force structure for police have their
advantages, recruiting a police force nationally and deploying it with-
out regard to the origin of the force fails to foster the levels of trust that
local police rec¡uitment and stationing can creere. The deployment of
Shia or Kurdish forces in Sunni areas aggravares sectarian rensions.
The police are considered factions in the conflict.ro'When police are
recruited from the communities in which they live, the local popu-
lace is more likely to report crimes and unusual activity. The IPS is
already recruited and based locally. More oversight over IPS recruit-
ment is needed to track and vet rec¡uited personnel and to ensure that
the ethnic mix of police in a community reflects that of the commu-
nity as a whole.

The downside to local police forces is that they may include
members of militias'or refuse to confront local militias or insurgents.
Although the IPS is locally recruited and based, the Iraqi gorrernment
should have the capacity to insist that local forces operare profes-
sionally and not engage in abuses. The central government should
also have the capacity to require local officials to immediately remove
individuals or units not doing their jobs. If the effort to build local
police forces focused on establishing law and order fails, rhese forces
might contribute to the breakup of Iraq. Howeve¡ failure to develop

l0 Discussions wirh U.S. officials and Iraqis (2005-2007). For a press accounr, see'!7ong
and von Zielbauer (2006).
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local policing will perperuare violence and distrust. The exact rela-
tionships berween the national and local police forces remains to be
determined by the consrirurional review and the finalized law on gov-
ernorates, but the U.S. government should encourage Iraqi legislators
to keep these principles in mind.

Law and Order

Effective policing requires courts and prisons ro process those appre-
hended, adjudicate their cases, and punish those convicted of rrens-
gressions. \Øithout a criminal justice sysrem that provides rhe means
and procedures ro arresr, tr¡ judge, and incarcerare suspecrs, those
apprehended by the police are either jailed without due process or are
released back onto the street. Overcrowded prisons filled with prisoners
held without charge fuel discontent and violence, as does the automatic
release of suspected criminals without trial. In short, a functioning jus-
tice system is c¡itical if security is to be improved in Iraq.

The existing Iraqi criminal justice sysrem does not function well.
Although some parrs of an effective, accountable system exist, others
do not. The Coalition should make the crearion of an effective justice
system a priority. The U.S. government shouldworkwith the Iraqi gov-
ernment through mentors, monitoring, and training to ensure at least
a minimal level of due process for people whom the police apprehend
and proper oversight of prisons ro prevenr abuse. In an environment in
which judges and attorneys fear for their lives, providing prosecutors
and judges with bodyguards and other protection has nor been as effec-
tive as hoped. The U.S. goyernment should finance or help the Iraqi
government to provide more protection for judges and prosecutors.rr

The Iraqi government should be encouraged ro move more crimi-
nal trials out of Baghdad and other violent erees ro more secure regions.
Not all parts of Iraq are unstable. Accused criminals can be tried in
regions and areas where security is better and judges and other officers

ll The l.aq Study Group has also made this recommendarion ro increase U-S. assisrance for
courts, prosecutors, and prisons (Baker, Hamilron, and Eagleburge¡ 2006, p. 83).
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of the court could be more effectively protected. Venues would have to
be changed with sensitivity to ethnic and sectarian rensions.

The courts could be improved through increased technical assis-

tance. USAID should provide more funding to implemenr electronic
or simpliûed, paper-based tracking of cases. This would help ease the
st¡ain on overburdened courrs. In addition, U.S. assistance programs
should prioritize the building of sufficient additional prisons and
ensuring inte¡national access to all prisons to monitor conditions. The
United States also needs to do a better job of incorporating the Iraqi
judicial system into its security planning.r2

Reduce Financial Flows to Militias and Other lllegal
Groups

The Iraqi security forces are often unwilling to confront militias or
insurgents because of ties of these groups to government officials and
because members of the militias and insurgency have joined the secu-
rity forces. Financial tools, howerret can complement force by reducing
the militias' resources.

Combatants in Iraq obtain funds from four major sources: gov-
ernment payrolls; the resale and smuggling of gasoline and diesel fuel;
extortion, robber¡ and kidnapping and other counrries. Many militia
members ere on governmentpayrolls. The Kurdish regional governmenr
pays the peshmerga from government funds. The Iraqi government has

divided up ministries by political party. Each parry treats its minis-
tries as its own fiefdoms. For example, Muqtada al-Sadr controls the
health, ffansportation, and agriculture ministries, among others.
These ministers and their deputies put militia members on the pay-
rolls of the Facility Protection Service, police, and other parts of
the governmentt civilian workforce. Ministers also embezzle funds
from government coffers to pay their supporters.

l2 Acco.di.rgtosourcesinBaghdad,rherehavebeenreporrsrharrheU.S.andlraqigovern-
men¡s failed to expand the capacity of the Iraqi judicial and prison systems in preparation for
the expecred surge ofdetainees arising from rhe Baghdad security plan in spring 2007.
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Smuggling and the resale of diesel fuel and gasoline is a primary
source of hundreds of millions of dollars in funding for all combat-
ants, especially Sunni insurgent groups. Extortion, kidnappings, and
robberies have become an importanr source of funds. As in many civil
conflicts, the line between criminal acdviry and politically inspired
conflict blurs, as insurgents become impossible to differentiate from
common criminals. Foreign powers, most notably Iran, also provide
funding.ta

Although the Iraqi governmenr cannor stop rhe cash flow to
militias and insurgents overnighr, ir can slow the flow, and eventually
reduce it to a trickle. The government, in conformancewith its stand-by
agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), should creete
a governmentwide employment registry. Only people on rhe registry
would receive paychecks. At the same rime, all payroll functions should
be shifted to the Ministry of Finance. All government jobs would have
to be included in the budget. Individuals could obtain a job only if the
position has been designated in the budget process.

Personnel boards (like those recommended for MoI) should be
set up in every ministry and composed of represenrarives of all ethnic,
religious, and political factions in the government. The board would
approve all new senior hires; approval should be unanimous. This
system would permit political factions ro vero senior civil servants who
are known to be engaged in death squads or to otherwise act against
the interests of other coalition parries.

The multifaction boards in each ministry should be given the
po\Ã¡er to investigate and rurn over for prosecution those employees
suspected of involvement in sectarian violence or insurgent activiq¡.
Such a procedure would make it much harder for active militia fighters
and insurgents ro remain on rhe government payroll.

The U.S. government should assist the Iraqi governmenr in accel-
e¡eting the introduction of electronic payroll sysrems and bank rrans-
fers by the Ministry of Finance ro pey governmenr workers. Past Iraqi

13 Discussions with Iraqi citizens, governmenr officials, U.S. governmenr officials, U.S. gov-
ernmenr conrractors, and U.S. military personnel in Baghdad, USCENTCOM, and $7ash-
ington, D.C- (2004-2007).
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governments had agreed to set up e sysrem of electronic rransfers by
2005. By stipulating that mosr governmenr wages will have to be paid
electronically and by putting payroll functions our for render, the gov-
ernment would accele¡ate the introduction of more secure peymenrs,
stimulate the development of the banking secror, and, mosr impor-
tantl¡ reduce the diversion of payroll funds into the wrong pockets.

The U.S. government can also provide technical assistance for
audit programs, financial management systems, and other financial
controls. These measures will also help promote administrerive pro-
cedures that increase rransparency and reduce corruption. Although
some officials may resist them, their very existence will make it more
difficult for government personnel to evade controls.

As the Iraqi banking sysrem gers on its feet, rhe U.S. goyernmenr
can provide assisrance ro ensure that foreign funders cannor freely uti-
lize the system to transfer monies into lraq. Anti-moneyJaundering
techniques could go some way to reducing flows of funds from foreign
sources.14

Coalition Force Employment

Part of the insurgenc¡ and support for it, is driven by opposition to the
U.S. presence in Iraq. Although those who most strongly oppose this
presence are predominantly Sunni, some Shia, most norably members
of militias tied to al-Sadr, also oppose foreign fo¡ces. Even as sectar-
ian conflict deepens, opposition to the presence of U.S. fo¡ces will be
unlikely to decline.

The more visible, comperenr, and loyal the Iraqi forces become,
the more the Iraqi government will be viewed as legitimate. u.S. forces
have been turning operations over ro Iraqi security personnel as rapidly
as possible, but are necessarily continuing to assist, supervise, mentor,
and monitor behavior. Effectiveness and loyalty dictate the speed with
which Iraqi forces can take on mosr tasks. To date, both have often
been low. Despite the deficiencies of Iraqi forces, we recommend that

la Black market energy sales are anorher ¡elated issue and are discussed in the next chapter.
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Coalition forces always patrol wirh Iraqi forces; no foreign forces should
patrol without Iraqi forces.

Although training remains importanr, U.S. and other Coalition
fo¡ces should focus on mentoring Iraqi forces, particularþ command-
ers. Mento¡s should emphasize unit cohesion and loyalty. Both joint
patrols and mentors serve an important oversight role as well. Even as
'we recommend that Coalition forces not patrol without Iraqi coun-
terparts, we also recommend that, unless it would compromise the
mission, Iraqi units patrol either jointly with Coalition personnel or
accompanied by mentors-

Increasing the number of mentors can help with these and other
concerns. For example, currenr security regulations that require that
U.S. military personnel not patrol in groups smaller than nine hamper
efforts to more closely monitor Iraqi forces, as they preclude rhe 12-
person teams assigned to Iraqi battalions from splitting into smaller
teems so that they can patrol with more Iraqi units. As with the police,
U.S. forces should be frequently reminded of their responsibiliry for
monitoring the behavior and competence of Iraqi personnel. Embed-
ding and mentoring have been among the most fruitful efforts under-
taken to date to improve Iraqi security forces; these efforts should be
pursued even more vigorously.r5

The joint force commande¡ in Iraq should weigh the costs and
benefits of banning air strikes in urban erees, or at least of the use
of more powerful weapons. The harm to Iraqi government and secu-
rity force credibility that resuks from collateral damage in such strikes
mey ourweigh the benefits of destroying specific rargers. The impact
on civilian populations of all force use, including artiller¡ should be
carefully considered. Rules of engegemenr for ground forces have been
tightened already. Rules concerning the use of air power should be
carefully and routinely reviewed, especially concerning the impact on
the civilian population.

15 Fo. -or. on rhese issues, see DoD (2006). See also Oliker (2006)
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Balance Baghdad and the Rest of lraq

In the absence ofsufficient forces ro suppress violence in its many forms,
commanders have sought to focus forces where they are needed most.
Baghdad is home to almost a quarrer of Iraqt population, the seat
of government, and accounrs for a disproportionate share of the Iraqi
economy. It is also where most of the currenr violence is concentrated.
If Baghdad lacks securit¡ so does lraq. This is why U.S. commanders
have focused their efforts on Baghdad, appropriately emphasizing the
use of Iraqi forces with Coalition support, rarher than the use of U.S.
forces, to secure the city.

Concentrating U.S. forces in Baghdad does run the risk of an
increase in violence in other regions. Some of the sources of violence
in Baghdad come from outside of Baghdad, and vice yersa-violenr
actors and strategies can move f¡om one part of the country to anothe¡.
If current operations in Baghdad, including increased force size, finally
begin to stabilize the city but violence surges elsewhere, the U.S. gov-
ernment should nor morre the additional forces to other regions ar rhe
expense of Baghdad force strength. Historical experience has shown
that stabilizetion takes time, and removing the ffoops would likely
result in a reversal of any success. If the rest of the country is to be
stabilized, still more rroops will be needed. This, of course, raises the
question of sustainabilit¡ operational and political, but arrempts to
rotate force concenrrarions are very unlikely to wo¡k.

Public lnformation

Iraqi generals and officials from the MoI should take a much more
prominent role in providing information to Iraqis and the broader
public in the Middle East, especially concerning the security situation.
The United States and other Coalition partners should take a much
smaller role. More use should be made ofjoint press conferences; during
these conferences, the Iraqi spokesperson should speak first. Although
both Coalition commanders and the U.S. mission should conrinue ro
provide information ro their publics ar home, U.S. spokespeople should
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refer the news media more frequendy ro the Iraqi governmentt infor-
metion providers.

U.S. public relations efforts should focus on bolstering public per-
ceptions in Iraq and in the United States concerning the competence
of the Iraqi government. Public relations in Iraq should focus on win-
ning the "hearts and minds" of Iraqis for the Iraqi governmenr. Provid-
ing information to citizens concerning what the government is doing
and why is a crucial srep ro winning public suppom. Iraqi politicians,
national and local, nor U.S. officials, should be conveying rhese mes-
sages to the national and international media.



CHAPIER FIVE

How Economic Policies Can Help

Liberalize Refined Oil Product Prices

Smuggling and ¡esale of gasoline and diesel sold at state-controlled
prices are the largest source of money derived from corruption in Iraq.
Although the Iraqi government has raised gasoline prices from a heav-
ily subsidized price of just $0.04 per gallon eyear ago ro about $O.q+
toda¡ smugglers can ger $3 or more per gallon by taking the gasoline
across the border and selling it in Jordan or Tirrke¡ or they can resell
it on the domestic market for substantially more than this price. The
total difference in value berween the price at which the Iraqi govern-
ment sells these products and their resale value in neighboring coun-
tries is on the order of $7 billion annuall¡ equivalent to almost a fifth
of Iraqt GDP. Reportedl¡ as much as one-third of these products are
sold illegally. As noted previousl¡ insurgents and militias take a cut of
the profits from smuggling and resale to finance their operations. Pro-
ceeds from illegal sales of crude oil by government officials and from
the resale of refined oil products also help fund insurgent and vari-
ous other militia groups.r Meanwhile, the Iraqi government imports
gasoline with government funds because so much is being smuggled
outside the country.

Controlled prices result in lines to buy gas. 
'W'hen 

prices are kept
too low, demand increases. 'W'hen, 

as in Iraq, supply cannor keep up

I Discussions in Baghdad and'!í'ashingron with specialisrs and providers of gasoline and
diesel fuel to U.S. forces in Iraq (2003-2006)
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with demand and lines form and cause widespread discontent as moror-
ists sit in the hot sun for hours, waiting for gasoline and diesel fuel.

The Iraqi government can stop the illicit resale and smuggling of
gasoline and diesel fuel by phasing out government price controls that
keep the price of these fuels artificially low. The Iraqi finance minis-
try raised prices several times in 2006 with hardly a grumble from
the populace. P¡ices are now 10 times higher than they we¡e in the
summer of 2005 but still a small f¡action of the value of these products
on the world market.

Much has been made of the potential political backlash from
increasing refined oil product prices, but prices have already been raised
a number of times since December 2005. Iraqi motorists have nor pro-
tested much, because they already buy gasoline and diesel at much
higher black market prices. Demonsrrarions around the first of the year
following the first round of price increases were directed mo¡e at fuel
shortages and long lines fo¡ gas rhan the increase in price. Repeated
refined oil product price increases in the rest of 2006 took place with-
out violence.

The U.S. government should work wirh the IMF to encourege
the Iraqi government to continue ro inc¡ease in prices for gasoline and
diesel and fully liberalize refined oil product prices as soon as possible.
In the interim, the U.S. government should encourege the Iraqi gov-
ernment to create workable regulations for private imports of refined
oil products, as permitted under the recently passed law.2

Although price increases ere never popular, a clear and transpar-
ent public education campaign can reduce public discontent. To miti-
gate public discontent, the Iraqi governmenr should announce further
increases well ahead of time, provide an explanation ofwhy and where
additional revenues will go, and increase the availability of fuel so that
motorists can obtain one lasr tank of gas at the old price.

The Iraqi government could use its earnings from further increases

in gasoline and diesel fuel prices to fund programs to help the poorest
Iraqi citizens, programs that Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki promised
to introduce when he came to po\l/er. The government could also con-

2 Gou.rn-..rt of Iraq (2006b).
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tinue to supply limited quenriries of kerosene and liquid petroleum
gas-the two fuels used mosr by the poor for heating and cooking-
at conrolled prices through the PDS, reducing the impact of price
increases on lower-income Iraqis.

lmprove the Operations of the Oil Ministry

Oil accounts for 60 to 70 percent of Iraqt GDP, and earnings from oil
exports accounted for 96 percenr ofprojected Iraqi tax revenues in the
2006 budget. In the 2006 budget, oil exporrs were projected to run
1.65 million ba¡rels per day (mbd) at an average price of 946.60 per
exported barrel, and oil production was projected to average 2.3 mbd,
rising to 2.7 mbd in 2007-3 However, production averaged just 2.1
mbd in 2006, and exports, 1.5 mbd. Fortunatel¡ prices were higher
than projected, making it possible for Iraq to exceed revenue rargets.
If production fails to rise in 2007 and 2008 or if oil prices conrinue
to fall, the Iraqi budget will be under severe pressure. Inyestment and
security progrems would have to be cut. Economic growth would likely
grind to a halt.

Recent declines in output a¡e due more ro mismanagement than
to the insurgency. The relatively quiet sourhern fields account for four-
fifths of production and virtually all exports, yet production has failed
to rise in these fields. Exports and production have been constrained
by poor maintenance and repair of oil export pipelines and misman-
egement of the oil ports Mina al-Bakr and Khor Al-Maya, including
strikes by workers and intermittent operations of terminals. Lack of
storage facilities results in a reduction in pipeline operations at rhe end
and beginning of loading operarions. Because of complicated contract-
ing procedures, much of the billions in investment budgeted for the oil
industry went unspent in 2005 and 2006.

Improving the operations of the oil sector is crucial for improving
security. Oil ¡evenues provide rhe means to pey and equip the arm¡
police, and legal system. If oil outpur is to increase, rhe Iraqi oil secror

3 Gou.rn^ent of Iraq (2006a).
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will have to be run more efficiently and more honestly. The U.S. gov-
ernment should encourage the Iraqi goyernment to make a number
of changes in policies that would improve the oil sectort prospecrs,
including the following.

lncrease lnvestment in Oil Production
In the first part of 2006, the Iraqi Ministry of Oil successfully increased
oil output by bringing on line wells that had been closed and expand-
ing output from existing wells. The ministry should conrinue to push
up output by accelerating contracting for field work in the south, such
as well workovers, improving sourhern pipeline and port managemenr,
and speeding efforts to install metering. The ministry should move
aggressively to issue requesrs for proposals for contracrs, be willing to
pey a premium to compensare oil service companies for securiry risks,
and provide better security for crews, including in the southern fields
where there has been less violence than in the north. The Iraqi gov-
ernment also needs to make timely payments for services rendered.
Payment arreers have discouraged companies from bidding on Iraqi
projects in the past.

The U.S. governmenr cen encourage the Iraqi government to take
these steps by pointing out rhe implications of budgetary shortfalls
stemming from insufficient oil revenues and informing the Iraqi gov-
ernment that the United States will not plug holes in the budget with
U.S. funds. The U.S. government should also direct foreign aid for the
oil sector toward mentoring and improving management of production
in the southern oil fields, management of the southern expoff pipeline
system, and the operation of the oil terminals.

Restructure the Oil Ministry Along Commercial Lines

Depoliticizing the oil ministrywould help improve operations. In 2005,
the newly installed oil minister fired a numbe¡ of competent techno-
crats. The best way to depoliticize the manegement of a stare-owned oil
compeny is to c¡eate a commercially oriented, well-managed, national
oil compan¡ The most successful state-owned oil companies are run by
a chief executive ofice¡ who has operaring authority and who enswers
to a board of di¡ectors, nor ro a minister. Although the government
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appoints the boa¡d and the oil minister ofren chai¡s the board, the
board is responsible for the efficient operarion of the compeny, nor for
meedng government policy goals. Iraq should reorganize its oil sector
along these lines as soon as possible.

-S7ithin 
the new company, independenr operaring units should

be created along operational and geographical lines: production and
exploration, pipelines, refining, terminal operetors, and retail outlers.
The operating units should function as profit or cost cenrers. For exam-
ple, the no¡thern oil fields would fall unde¡ one profit cenrer; the refin-
ery et Baiji would fall under anorher. Incentives should be provided to
unit managers to increase profits. Managers should be rewarded on rhe
basis of operating profits generated by their area of responsibility. Such
a shift would help solve the problem of properþ metering and account-
ing for oil and refined products, es managers would have incenrives to
track production, sales, and purchases to justify bonuses.

The U.S. government can help Iraq with this transformation.
Although a number of managers in the oil sector would like to exer-
cise operational authority over their units, the accounting, control, and
information systems needed to devolve eurhority effectively are nor yer
in place. U.S. assistance should focus on invesdng in these modern
information menagement systems as well as mentoring Iraqi managers
and providing professional training progrâms. The U.S. governmenr
should also provide funding ro invest in controls within the oil fields,
in processing facilities, and in tracking revenues. U.S. funds should be
used to train personnel in procurement and budgeting as well.

The U.S. government should also encou¡age rhe Iraqi government
to pass the oil law and to issue the necessary regulations to make the
law operational. Contracting out more operarions to companies rhar
could quickly increase ourpur would also help. The U.S- governmenr
can assist in the design and issuance of managemenr conrracts (with
clear performance clauses) for the operations of oil ports, pipelines, and
fields.a

4 A number ofsrudies have advocated adoption ofsimpler, more rransparent contracting
procedures in Iraq. See, for example, Open Society Institute and the Unired Nations Foun-
darion (2004, p.7).
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To reduce the diversion of oil ¡evenues into private pockers, the
U.S. government should help the Iraqi gor'ernmenr ro srarr making all
oil contracts, volumes, and prices publicly available, including posring
them on the Internet. Such ections would enable all Iraqis and outside
observers to track exports and export revenues. There ere no compel-
ling commercial reasons nor ro post this information; doing so would
help greatly to reduce corruption.

lmprove Oil-Sector Security
Oil production has failed to increase because expected invesrments
failed to materialize, in part because of the security situation. Oil pipe-
lines have repeatedly been blown up, refineries have been attacked, and
insurgents have infiltrated the workforce. Because of the dangerous
security situation, foreign oil service firms are reluctant to work in lraq.
Because these companies enjoy high demand for their services else-
where, they can afford to forgo work in lraq.

Efforts to improve security should focus on protecring crude
oil processing facilities, rerminals, refineries, the southern fields, the
southern export oil pipelines, and the people who work in these facili-
ties. Efforts to rely on tribes and local groups ro prorecr pipelines have
not been effective. Iraqi security forces should concentrare on patrol-
ling and protecting the oil pipelines, with an emphasis on rhe south.
The U.S. goyernment should also encourage the Iraqi governmenr
to contrect out pipeline security to private providers. Compensation
for pipeline security personnel should be linked to how much oil tra-
verses the pipeline, providing incentives ro keep pipelines operating
and intact. Payments ro conrrecrors for pipeline repair should be made
on the basis ofspeed and quality. Iraqi forces such as expanded srrare-
gic infrastructu¡e battalions should provide security for Iraqi oil infra-
structure repair teams- Private security forces can continue to be used
to protect foreign repair and oil service crews, but Iraqi commanders
(with Coalition help) should be ready ro provide backup suppofi if
repair crews are attacked.
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Concentrate U.S. Grant Aid on the Security Sector and
lmproving lraqi Government Operations

U.S. assistance should be concentrated on improving the capacity of
the Iraqi government to provide basic government services, prevenr the
dive¡sion of funds, and improve Iraqi security forces. Other activities,
including private business development and agriculture, need to wait
until the security environment improves. Priority tasks include imple-
menting financial management information sysrems in all ministries,
beginning with the security ministries; creating a governmenrwide
electronic employment register; and moving toward electronic pay-
ment of salaries and conrracts.

Follow "Clear and Hold" Operations w¡th Local Projects,
Not Makework Job Programs

In addition to combating violence by providing securit¡ successful
campaigns to halt sectarian conflicts address the underþing causes of
the violence, including economic grievances. However, in Iraq, the ¡oot
causes of the conflict are political, sectarian, and personal, nor eco-
nomic. Iraqi combatants are not seeking land reform, workers' rights,
or the nationalization of privately owned enterprises. They are seeking
political control and, increasingl¡ reyenge.

Some U.S. policymakers ergue that, because young men
have no other alternatives for employment, they join militias or the
insurgenry-thus proving the need for a policy of providing employ-
ment, even if short term. This argument refects a misunderstanding
of economic activity in Iraq. The supposedly high rates of unemploy-
ment-es much as 70 perce¡¡5-5e¡¡s¡imes cited for Iraq are grossly
exaggerated, as empirical evidence shows. Using international stan-
dards for measuring unemployment, the United Nations Development
Programme's lraq Liuíng Conditions Surury 2004, assessed the Iraqi

) IRIN (2006).
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unemployment level at 10.5 percenr.6 Iraqi statistics, which employ a
much more expensive definition of unemployment (e higher standard
fo¡ number of hours worked per week to be considered employed and
a lower standard for people seeking work, for example) than that used
elsewhere in the world, show unemployment rates declining from 28.1
percent in 2003 to 26.4 percenr in 2004 rc 17.6 percenr in 2006.7
Baghdad, the most violent locale in lraq, has an unemployment rate of
75.7 percent, about 2 percentage points below the national average.

Both Iraqi and U.S. policymakers conflate the absence of a
monthly paycheck with employmenr. Most Iraqis, like most workers
in the world toda¡ do not earn a paycheck (the hundreds of thousands
of Iraqi government employees are the exceprion). Rathe¡, theywork as

farmers, traders, bakers, stonemasons, and day laborers. This work is
often refe¡red to as the informal sector, but it is the core of the economy
in most countries- Ir has shown a remarkable dynamism despite Iraqt
chaos, expanding since the U.S. invasion, fed in part by Iraqi govern-
ment spending made possible by higher oil revenues and more liberal
economic policies. 'W'ages for day laborers, for example, have doubled
in dollar terms or'er the past three years. As a result, household incomes
are up substantially since Saddam Husseint last years in power, as

shown by the rise in ownership of electronics, appliances, and cars.
Most young men engaged in the conflict are morivared by reli-

gious beliefs, nationalism, a desire ro prorecr family and friends, powet
fear, and coercion. Payment for joining a militia or planting an impro-
vised explosive device may provide an additional motivation but is
often not the primary reason for engaging in the conflict.

Under these condirions, economic programs are less likely to have
an effect on the conflict than are political compromise and improve-
ments in security. Despite some short-term declines in violenr acriyiry,
a sustained decline in violence has not followed U.S.-funded programs
to create work in Sadr Cit¡ Ramadi, and other cities.

Another flawed approach, also geared to increasing employ-
ment, would be resuscitating lraq's state-owned enterprises to increase

6 UNDP (2005, vot. t, p. to4).

7 Gove.rr-.nt of Iraq (2007).
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employment. Aside from the misunderstanding of the employment sit-
uation, there are two additional reasons that this is a bad idea.

First, the relatively small numbers of people employed by state-
owned enterprises outside the oil and electric po\¡/er sectors have moved
on to other economic 2s¡iyl¡is5-\Mþile continuing to collect paychecks
f¡om the government for their former employment. Though they may
enjoy the money, they are not seeking to return to their old jobs: '!7hen

the Coalition Provisional Authority asked the employees of the Mishraq
Sulfur Company to go back on the job in 2004, some of the workers lit
$40 million worth of sulfur on fire and destroyed the facility.

Second, there is little to resuscirare among the state-owned enter-
prises. Of the rwo-thi¡ds not damaged beyond repair, perhaps half
could, with proper menagement and incentives, produce somerhing of
value. But they would be capital inrensive, i.e., employ relatively few
people, and energy intensive. As power shortages conrinue to be one of
the chief complaints of Iraqis, diverting limited power supplies from
households and hospitals to Iraqt highly energy-inefficienr cemenr
plants would be neithe¡ politically popular nor economically sensible.
Tryirg to give these enterprises a new lease on life will make Iraqis
poorer without reducing the violence.

If the U.S. government wishes to expand economic opportunities
for Iraqi businesses, it should intensifr efforts to work with these pri-
vate Iraqi companies to bid on contracrs. Contracrs should be awa¡ded
on the basis of simple, competitive bids. Stare-owned enterprises should
also be free to bid, but they should receive no favors. Such a program
would be far more successful at generaring economic activity than
pouring money into srate-owned enterprises would be.

The¡e are also some ways of providing assisrance to local commu-
nities by the Iraqi government and coalition commanders that could
help win support. These include

1. working with represenratiye local groups to identify projects or
services that the neighborhood most desires

2. using simple, transparenr conrracring procedures ro rake com-
petitive bids from local entrepreneurs to provide the service or
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project; the project should be awa¡ded based on previously pub-
lished crite¡ia

3. working with the local community to ensure that the services
and projects are completed as promised; final payment should
be contingent on passing physical inspections.

The focus of these efforts should be on the project and the pro-
vision of a service, nor on the number of bodies on payrolls. Iraq is a
poor country. For that reason, funds should be used as effectively and
efficiently as possible, not wasted on overstaffing projects.

Give the lraqi Government Credit

U.S. armed forces are transitional acrors in Iraq. If Iraq is ro become
stable, the Iraqi government will have to be perceived as being effec-
tive and legitimate. To bolsrer suppom for the Iraqi governmenr, lJ.S.-
funded projects should be branded with an Iraqi governmenr impri-
metur; improving the image of Coalition forces should take second
place.



CHAPTER SIX

Policy Priorities lf-and Only lf-Violence
Declines

If violence is dampened and Iraqi forces become more loyal and more
effective at taking on the tasks of securing Iraq and lraqis, the United
States will face a new set of challenges and opportunities. Iraq, the
United States, and the international community cannot assume thar,
ifviolence subsides, the battle has been won. As numerous orher coun-
tries (Sudan, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Somalia, and Lebanon) have shown,
it is easy to slip back into civil conflict. Another bout ofviolence in Iraq
would be no less deadly than this one and would be just as difficult to
end as positions harden further and secrarian divides widen.

Ifviolence falls, the U.S. governmentwill need to shift its resources
and attention toward improving the political, securit¡ and economic
environments and institutionalizing those policies that have contributed
to reducing violence. Currentl¡ economic development programs and
efforts to improve civil society would be a waste of ¡esources because
of the high level of violence. Amnesty progrems and demobilization,
disarmament, and reintegration (DDR) efforts will not be successful
until the conflict subsides.

Politics and Secur¡ty

Even if violence subsides, the U.S. and Iraqi governments will need
to continue to work wirh Iraq's neighbors ro ensure that Iraq becomes
more stable. A stable Iraq is in the interesr of all of lraq's neighbors,
although different states and interest groups have differing perspectives
on what sort of stable outcome would suit them. The U.S. goyernmenr

57
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will also need ro conrinue ro suppoft a goyernmenr of national unity
and continue to help menror and monitor Iraqi security forces until
they can provide security on their own.

U.S.-lraq Relations

currentl¡ the presence of rens of thousands of u.S. and other coali-
tion forces in Iraq serves, emong other things, as a guarantee against
external attack.'s7'hen troop levels drop, the u.S. commitmenr to Iraqt
territo¡ial integrity will be less obvious.

The U.S. commirment can be clarified through formal egreemenrs
and arrangemenrs between the rwo counrries. If carefully designed,
those a¡rangemenrs can help bolster the Iraqi government and chances
fo¡ continued peace. Iraq will remain weak for the foreseeable future.

A stabilized Iraq may seek a bilateral commitment. If it does, the
United States should be prepared ro grenr one. An explicit U.S. com-ä:i ;î:'.ï:fflx3llr'"1,Tï":î:ji
the li its own forces in ways that coulJ
threaten its neighbors-thereby reassuring them that it has no hostile
intentions.

The U.S. government mey be unwilling to provide a formal secu-
rity guarantee. Since the end of the Cold 'W'ar, it has preferred not to
provide formal bilateral security guaranrees. From the Iraqi perspec-
tive, a formal bilate¡al securiry agreemenr might invoke reminders of
arrengements from its colonial past- Such an agreement might be sub-
ject to review and possibly ratification by the u.s. senate, certainly
if it is made in the form of a treaty. Any arrangemenrs the united
States negotiates with Iraq must be commensurate with its existing
treary commitments to Tirrkey and its security guaranrees ro Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, and orher Persian Gulf states. On the other hand,
there are advantages to codifying mutual commirments, especially if
they improve rransparency and facilitate healthy debate among Iraqis.
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If the U.S. government is unwilling to provide a formal secu-
rity guarantee, other arrangements and assurances would help provide
external security. A UN umbrella could also be extended over future
U.S.-Iraqi military arrangements, reducing both internal and regional
risks. The United States and the United Nations will have ro negori-
ate with the Iraqi government a follow-on to United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1723, which expires December 3I, 2007. Such a

follow-on ¡esolution should contain a clear Iraqi request for assistance
from multinational forces. This arrangement could be bolstered by an
explicit U.S. commitment to prorecr the ter¡itorial integrity of Iraq for
a fixed period.

If the United States remains engaged militaril¡ it will require
some form of security relationship to govern the continued presence

of its forces on lraqi soil, including their legal status. At present, a

combination of UN resolutions and governmenr sretements govern the
presence of foreign forces in Iraq. Such arrangemenrs call into quesrion
the sovereignry of the Iraqi governmenr, by both its people and others,
especially in the Middle East. To be effective, formal arrangemenrs
would have to strike a balance berween prorecting U.S. personnel and
avoiding the appearance of privilege for U.S. forces compared to Iraqt
own securiry personnel and citizens. An agreement that codifies the
stetus of U.S. personnel would have to be in clear accordance with
Iraqi law.

Continued Security Assistance

Even with much improved securiry Iraq will need foreign security
assistance. An Iraq that is friendly with the United States will seek

assistance; the United States should provide it. Training is only one
component; mentoring and oversight will likely be needed for many
years. In light of budgetary pressures, Iraq will have difficulty pur-
chasing, operating, and maintaining sophisticated military equipment.
Under the best of circumstences, the country will need to rely on en
outside power, presumably the United States, for a variety of capa-
bilities, including air power. The Iraqi government has more pressing
needs than to invest heavily in expensive military equipment at this
time. Moreover, the development of a significant offensive capabiliry
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on the pan of Iraq could destabilize regional security. The U.S. govern-
ment should discourage the Iraqi government from investing in expen-
sive, modern weepons and capabilities that neighbors will perceive as

offensive. The United States should, however seek to establish a long-
term relationship with the Iraqi armed forces as their primary source of
equipment and training.

Offer Broad Amnesty
Amnesties for combatants of all stripes are often an importanr parr
of the end of hostilities. A number of negotiated agreements to end
conflicts have included amnesty provisions, including the Dayton
Accords for Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Esquipulas II arrangemenrs
in central America, the Agreement for a Firm and Lasting peace in
Guatemala, Colombiak Justice and Peace Law, the Erdut Agreement
for Eastern Slavonia, and the Lome Agreement in Sierra Leone.r In
most cases, amnesty egreemenrs ere part and parcel of DDR. They
guerantee former combatants freedom from prosecution if they turn in
their weapons, demobilize, and rejoin society. In some cases, amnesries
require full confessions of crimes committed to facilitate truth and rec-
onciliation efforts and for the histo¡ic record. Adjudication and repare-
tions are sometimes part of the process.

Amnesties do not always cover all combatants. Negotiators have,
at times, chosen to exclude those guilty of torrure, genocide, and other
violations of international law. In other cases, blanket amnesties extend
to all those who engaged in conflict.

Amnesties are nor always successful. Unless the peace process is
well advanced, amnesties tend to do little good on their own, es succes-
sive efforts in Colombia and Sierra Leone have shown. Th.y are mosr
effective when paired with an inre¡national peace enforcemenr pres-
ence, as well as a comprehensive DDR program.

In lraq, an emnesty program will be necessa¡y ro ensure that com-
batants turn in their weapons and stop fighting. Such a program will

I uN (1995), costa Rica et al. (1995), Guatemala and unidad Revolucionaria Nacional
Guatemalteca (1998), Casa de Nariño (2006), u-S- Insrirure of peace (1995), Government of
Sierra Leone and Revolutionary Unired Front ofsierra Leone (1999).
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have to be broad, encompassing insurgenrs \À/ho have attacked Iraqi
and Coalition military personnel, though not criminals who have been
tried and convicted. 'W'hether those implicated in attacks on civilians
can or ought to be given emnesty is a question for the Iraqi govern-
ment, as is the decision ofwhether to hold trials and require or pey rep-
arations. In principle, the broader the amnesry, the broader the peace

process and the capacity to build a truly unified Iraq.
An amnesty progrem should not be implemented until violence

abates. As numerous cases around the world have shown, amnestywill
be unsuccessful if it is attempted while fighdng continues.

Demobilization, Disarmament, and Reintegration
DDR of former fighters will be necessary ifpeace is to last, but it cannot
be successfully undertaken until fighting subsides. If DDR is unde¡-
taken too soon, individuals will feign participation while conrinuing
to fight. Efforts to undertake such a program in areas where fighting is

lighter would also not be effective and would wasre resources, as those
g¡oups that exist in those arees ere also hedging against greater violence
in the future.

Ifviolence begins to subside, the U.S. gor'ernment should help the
Iraqi government to design a DDR progrem for such time as the fight-
ing stops. Such a program should terget membe¡s of militias, insur-
gents, and government security personnel who would become redun-
dant in peacetime. The program should offer job training and other
assistance to these individuals. The U.S. government should help the
Iraqi government develop means of determining who was and who
was not a combatant. An effort this comprehensive will be expensive.
If conditions become ripe, the United Si"t., can help ,.. .rp such a
program by providing advice and resources and by mobilizing inrerna-
tional support.

lntelligence

The Iraqi National Intelligence Service (INIS) does not now play an
important role in providing senior Iraqi decisionmakers with intelli-
gence that has been professionally evaluated and analyzed or in over-
seeing Iraqi intelligence efforts as a whole. The interior and defense
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ministries have thei¡ own intelligence capabilities-in the case of the
MoI, several. The Ministry of State for National Security is playing
a growing role in gathering and acting on intelligence. fhe militias,
va¡ious other government agencies, and political groups also have their
own sources.

'!7'hile 
violence remains high, Coalition and Iraqi officials should

focus on limiting abuses by the existing intelligence services and help-
ing the Iraqi governmenr so¡r good, accurate information f¡om bad. In
pursuit of the first goal, the U.S. government should highlight abuses
for Iraqi officials and push to end them.

If violence is dampened, attention can rurn to ¡eforming intel-
ligence operetions and creating intelligence services that would serve
Iraqs needs. The INIST formal charter and legal description are for an
organization that meets those criteria. It should be helped to become
what it should be. Intelligence services operating under various minis-
tries must be limited to intelligence functions commensurate with their
agencies' legitimate needs. The Iraqi government will need to make a
concerted effort to identify, prosecure, and disband militia and inde-
pendent intelligence operations. u.S. and other Coalition advisors can
provide technical assisrance to develop civilian oversight oyer activities
by intelligence services and over budgets and expenditu¡es.

Economic Policies

LJ.S. economic policy leverage has diminished over the past three years.
The numbers and roles of U.S.-funded senior advisors to Iraqi min-
istries have declined; the Iraqi governmenr has become increasingly
independent in terms of economic policy. All of the Iraq Relief and
Reconstruction Fund monies have been obligated; most have been
spenr. Vithholding aid is becoming a threat of declining value.

Despite this decline in the strength of U.S. economic policy levers,
ifsecurity improves, the next few years may provide more room fo¡ U.S.
policy leverage on Iraqi economic policies than the past few years have.
In a more secure envi¡onment, the current government will be forced
to confront the backlog of economic policy decisions ranging from
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refined oil product price liberalization ro reforming the food rerion
system that has been left from the past. If the level ofviolence declines,
the Iraqi government may well be receprive to economic policy advice
even as U.S. policy leverage appears to be in decline.

lmprove the Operations of the Electric Power Ministry
Long, frequent blackouts engender some of the harshest criticism
from Iraqis of their government. Despite all the inyestmenr that has

been poured into the electrical power secror, pou¡er is still frequently
unavailable, especially in Baghdad- Yet Iraq now generares more power
per capita than do countries such as Tunisia, which has twice the per
capita income and a larger industrial secror.2

The key problems in the elect¡ic po\Mer secrot as in the oil sector,
are that consumers face no incentives to limit demand and that man-
agers and employees have few incentiyes to improve service. Until the
sector is run on e commercial basis and consumers ere billed and pay
cost-recovery prices for power, Iraq will conrinue to be subject to fre-
quent blackouts, regardless of the money spenr on the sector

The electric power sector needs to be restructured along lines
we recommend for the oil ministry: Generating plants, the high-
voltage t¡ansmission sysrem, and regional distribution systems need
to be treated as profit centers. Managers should be rewarded for max-
imizing profits or controlling cosrs. Because the ministry is neither
currently charging cost-recovery prices for power nor collecting pay-
ments, the sector will need to invest in recreating a billing and collec-
tion system. A regulatory authority needs to be created to ser rares rhat
cover costs. The authority will also need to help set prices for fuels that
better reflect the value ofthose fuels. These sreps are necessary to solve

the problem of excess demand and the consequenr blackouts and power
shortages.

If violence subsides, the U.S. governmenr can provide assisrance

to the Ministry of Electric Power so thar it can accelerate programs ro
charge, bill, and collect paymenrs for electric pov/er. The recent refined

2 CIA (2007) and calculated from data on elecrric power generation from U.S. Department
of Stare (2005 _2007, various weeks)-
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oil product price increases provide an opening in this regard, as Iraqis
have received a signal thar producr subsidies will be reduced.

lmprove lraqi Welfare Programs
The Iraqi government operares a number ofprograms ro improve living
standards. None of these programs wo¡ks well. The PDS provides food,
soap, and other basics for free to all Iraqi households. The quality of
the commodities is poor and delivery erraric. In many parts of the
country, recipients sell their rations for pennies on rhe dollar ro raise
cash for other purchases. The program deprives Iraqi farmers of a large
share of their potential market, as families obtain food for free rather
than purchasing it from local farmers. Agricultural subsidies distort
production.

Outside of education, health care, and securit¡ welfare programs
are the primary link between the Iraqi government and the populace.
If Iraqis felt better served by these programs, popular supporr for the
state would ¡ise. The Iraqi governmenr has been exploring alternative
social welfare progrems. Prime Minister al-Maliki has announced that
the governmenr is going ro spend $2 billion on targeted assistance in
the future, but policy proposals are just being formulated.3 The govern-
ment has been experimenring with providing cash payment in lieu of
food rations. This could be increased to help compensare households for
increased fuel prices. It is also attempting ro terget assistance to poorer
households, although targeting runs the danger of creating opporru-
nities for government bu¡eaucrats to demand bribes in exchange for
enrollment in assistance programs.

If security improves, the U.S. government should provide more
technical assistance ro rhe Iraqi government ro explore and develop
alternatives to the PDS for food and other subsidy programs. This
assistance may be best channeled through the 'World Bank, which has
already been working with the Iraqi governmenr on these issues. Pro-
grams such as cash payments in lieu of supplies of food could increase
allegiance to the national governmenr.

3 "P.ime Minisrer Maliki Speech ro Parliamenr" (2006)
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End the Use of U.S. Grant Aid for lnfrastructure Projects
Even if securiry improves, the U.S. government should provide no
additional grants ro pey for increased oil producrion or improve-
ments to refineries. Oil prices ere so high and Iraqi oil resources so

rich that this sector should be able ro amracr commercial funding or be
selÊfinancing.

The U.S. government should also not provide further grant aid
to construct infrastructure in Iraq. Further invesrments in rMeter sys-
tems, electric po\r/er, roads, and other infrastructure should be funded
through project financing, nor granr aid. Shifting from grant aid to
project lending will focus Iraqi efforts, as rhe governmenr and utilities
will have to present credible plans and measures to convince lenders
that loans will be repaid. If investmenrs are made wisel¡ the industry
will generate the revenues needed ro repay these loans and make addi-
tional investments. As most assistance from other countries and inter-
national financial institutions ofFered to Iraq is available in the fo¡m of
loans, a shift to project financing will facilitare rhe efforts of the Iraqi
government to tap these sources of aid.





CHAPTER SEVEN

Next Steps lf Violence Fails to Decline

When ls lt Time to Go Home?

In light of the history ofviolence in Iraq, efforts to stabilize the coun-
try lr;,ay åil. But, because of the combat superiority of U.S. troops
over Iraqi militias and insurgents, (J.S. üoops could probably remain
in Iraq indefinitel¡ even if internecine conflict \¡/ere ro intensify. How
will U.S. policymakers be able to judge when further efforts will be to
no avail?

The¡e is one true measure of success: If the number of Iraqis who
die violently declines sharpl¡ violence has abated. If the number of
Iraqis who die violently fails to decline, policies are failing.

The U.S. commitmenr to Iraq should not be open-ended. If U.S.
forces cannot reduce the violence in Iraq, their continued presence and
the further expenditure of U.S. rreesu¡e and lives will prove unsusrain-
able, even if thei¡ presence is achieving other objectives. It is clear that
current levels and approaches have not succeeded. The modest surge in
U.S. forces under way, if coupled with the adoption of more effective
policies, might yield results. Flowever, as higher troop levels will fur-
ther strain the U.S. militar¡ and since a grear deal of time has already
been given to this enrerprise, we do not believe that it will take very
long to see whethe¡ the effo¡t is turning things around. If the number
of Iraqis who die violently does not fall substantially by the summer of
2007, domestic political pressure to withdraw U.S. forces may become
impossible to resist.

67
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How Should We Leave?

If violence cennot be reduced, a rapid drawdown of U.S. forces may
be unavoidable. Reducing or eliminating U.S. fo¡ces in Iraq will also
reduce U.S. influence. As the United States draws down, the sectarian
groups that are responsible for the currenr killings, as well as insur-
gents, will dictate the course of the conflict erren more. Levels of vio-
lence will likely rise, as secrarian militias become unconsrrained by
U.S. presence. Some analysts hope that a reduction in the U.S. pres-
ence would focus Iraqi efforrs, resulting in a fall in violence, as Iraqi
security personnel shoulder more responsibility and militias stand back
from the brink.-17'e believe that rhis outcome is highly unlikely. Others
argue that the militias would fight themselves to exhaustion within
a short period. \Øe note that a number of internecine conflicts have
lasted decades; some have ended only when one of the parties has been
completely defeated.

A total withdrawal from Iraq or even a dramatic reduction of
the U.S. presence would nor be a simple procedure. 'Withdrawals 

are
phased and take dme, and the United States will have a number of
options for how to srrucrure the withdrawal.

Some analysts have suggested that U.S. forces should rerrear ro
the northern, Kurd-dominated provinces, from which they might
deploy into other parts oflraq as needed. Such an approach is fraught
with difficulties. It would lend credence, both among Kurds and other
Iraqis, to a potentially separate Kurdish srare, spurring more ethnic
cleansing and conficr in a¡eas whe¡e populations are intermingled. It is
also unlikely to be particularþ effective against violence outside of the
Kurdish areas. Once U.S. forces have been withdrawn from these other
areas, the benefits of cooperation and coordination with Iraqi forces
would be gone. If U.S. forces were to act in other parts of Iraq from
bases in the Kurdish norrh, they would likely act alone and be per-
ceived as invaders, damaging the credibility of any Iraqi governmenr
that would call for or condone such actions-and furthe¡ damaging
Kurdish relations with the rest of Iraq.

Another option would be to maintain a small cadre of U.S. forces
as trainers and to conrinue to provide capabilities ro the Iraqi armed
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fo¡ces that they currendy lack, such as air po\Mer. This presumes rhar
the withdrawal is undertaken under conditions in which Iraqi govern-
ment security forces are functioning effectivel¡ and relations between
the Iraqi government and the United States ¡emain good, despite the
continued violence. under this scena¡io, U.S. forces would still be con-
cerned about force protection and clearly defining their mission. If
conditions do allow such a presence, it ma.y be wortLwhile to continue
to provide funds and resou¡ces to improve the capacity of the Iraqi
security forces, the Ministries of Inte¡ior and Defense, and other secu-
rity agencies, even afte¡ the bulk of U.S. forces have left. That said, in a

violent environment, without large numbers of effective security forces
(U.S. or lraqi) meaningful training may nor be tenable.

Some argue that the United States should maintain fo¡ces in
Baghdad to protecr Iraqt governmenr, should one exisr, even if forces
have been withdrawn from the rest of Iraq. Such a presence could prob-
ably be sustained, but to little effect. U.S. forces would lack the capec-
iry to help the Iraqi government gain control over the rest of the coun-
try. They would remain a rarger and likely conrinue to suffer casualties,
and an Iraqi governmenr prorected by foreign forces might be even less

effective than one eschewing such protection.

What Would Be the Repercussions of Withdrawal?

The U.S. governmenr cannor wait until withdrawal is imminent to
plan for the repercussions of leaving Iraq. It needs to start developing
responses to a continuing and expanding conflict following a rerrear
from Iraq.

Iraqt factions would almost certainly conrinue to fight among
themselves for control afte¡ u.S. and othe¡ coalition forces left. The
unity governmenr might or might nor surviye in some form but would
likely lose more and more conrrol as time goes on. Security forces
would likely break into units according to political factions. Ethnic
cleansing and violence would continue and might reach the level of
attempted genocide. Iraqt neighbors would likely become increasingly
engaged in supporting allied facrions in Iraq and in trying ro prevenr
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the conflict from spilling across their borders. Iran would continue
to suppon Shia militias. Saudi Arabia would likely support Sunni
groups. Tïrrkey might occupy a region of Iraq along its border ro pre-
vent Kurdish insurgents f¡om crossing its border. All of Iraqt neigh-
bors would emempr to close their borders to refugees and insurgents.
These responses might well lead to an escalation of violence. under
the worst-case scena¡io, violence in Iraq would spread to neighboring
6eu¡¡¡is5-not only those that have sought to infl.uence events in Iraq,
but also Jordan and Kuwair, countries that have sought ro sray out of
the conflict. Refugee flows inro those countries could be substantial
and precipitate cross-border conflicts.

Groups such as al Qaeda in Iraq would likely continue some level
of operations, but some of the impetus drawing foreign fighters to
Iraq to test themselves against coalition forces may diminish, even as
other foreign troops come in to take sides in the conflict. 'Ï7'hether Iraq
became a safe haven for terrorists would depend on what conditions ii
could offer terro¡ist groups. If al Qaeda in Iraq were able to gain con-
üol over Al Anbar province, that region could become a sire for train-
ing camps and planning networks. In areas where violence continued
at high levels, howeveç the envi¡onment might not be as conducive for
such groups, which may benefit from a certain (not too high, but also
not too low) level of stability ro support the logistical needs of their
headquarter operations.r

What Could the United States Do to Mitigate the
Repercussions of Withdrawal?
'lTithdrawing 

from Iraq would not be the first time that e mapr power
has left a counrry that it has failed to cont¡ol. Postcolonial history is

I For example, prior to Operation Enduring Freedom, al Qaeda headquarrered in relatively
stable, Taliban-controlled parts ofAfghanistan. '\ü7hile 

absolute securiry is not essential, such
groups are likely to seek environments in which rhey can funcrion effectivel¡ with rranspor-
tarion and communication capacit¡ so some srabiliry is desired. For a discussion of enyiron-
menral facrors in an insurgenc¡ see o'Neill (1990, pp. 53-69). Although o'Neill does not
discuss stabiliry directl¡ his discussion oflogistical requirernenrs raises related questions.
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replete with similar instances. France left Algeria and Vietnam; Portu-
gal leftAngola and Mozambique.

This said, a U.S. withdrawal is likely to call U.S. credibility into
question. Itwould give Iran, Syria, and Islamic rerrorist groups opposed
to the \Øest a sense of victory. The civil war in Iraq would conrinue
and could escalate after U.S. forces leave, potentially spilling over into
neighboring countries. Efforts to foster reform and development in the
Middle East might suffe¡. To mitigate these consequences, we recom-
mend the following.

Withdraw Without Haste
\Øithdrawal should be announced only after first consulting with the
Iraqi government and U.S. allies, especially the United Kingdom, and
informing the Iraqi public and Iraqt neighbors, including counrries
such as Syria and Iran that consider the United States their enemy.
'S7ithdrawal should be conducted in an orderþ fashion, with no sense

of haste. If U.S. forces are harassed, they should strike back hard as a
warning to insurgent forces. Facilities should be turned over to Iraqi
forces; they should not be left empry an invitation to looters.

Reassure Friends and Allies
The U.S. Department of State should engage in a global effort to
explain why the decision to withdraw has been made, that the United
States has not abandoned its commitmenrs to othe¡ countries and
allies, and that the United States will continue to defend its interests
activeþ around the globe. The U.S. government should make it clear
that it is not planning to vecere bases in the Persian Gulf or changing
military commitmenrs ro orher states in the region. The U.S. gorrern-
ment should also make it clear that it will assisr countries, such as

Jordan, as they respond to spillovers from confict in Iraq. During this
process, the U.S. government should also discuss with the governmenrs
of Syria and Iran its reasons for withdrawal, its concerns, and its will-
ingness to still respond militarily if other U.S. interests in the region
are challenged.
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Work with the United Nations to Pass a Resolution Recognizing the
Territorial lntegrity of lraq
None of Iraqt neighbors has expressed an interest in dismembering the
country. HoweveS if the civil conflict intensifies, many of its neighbors
might consider occupying territory temporarily or even permanently
to prevent a spillover f¡om the conflict. The U.S. government should
work with Iraqt neighbors and the United Nations ro pass a resolu-
tion ¡eaffirming Iraqt territorial integrity. Commitments from Iraqt
neighbors and the resolution might help forestall grabs for territory. At
a minimum, international resolutions and warnings from neighbors
and outside powers should make countries that might aftempr ro seize
territory think rwice about the consequences.

Help Refugees

If the conficr worsens as U.S. forces withdraw, many more Iraqis will
flee the country. Jordan, Syria, Tïrrkey,Egypt, Lebanon, and even Iran
are the most likely immediate stops, although Europe, the Persian Gulf
stetes, and the United States would also be likely choices for final desti-
nations. The U.S. government should work with Iraqt neighbors, mosr
notably Jordan, Syria, Egypt, Lebanon, and Turkey, ro help provide
funds for feeding and caring for refugees and set up cenrers for process-
ing refugees for ¡elocation to a final destination or ro rerurn home. U.S.
government employees would need to be deployed ro process requests
for relocation to the United States and for asylum.

The U.S. goyernment has a special obligation to take care of Iraqis
who have worked for or helped the United States and have reason to
fear retaliation. In the past, mosr notably following the fall of South
Vietnam, some people who had worked for U.S. agencies and sup-
ported U.S. efforts suffered greatly following withdrawal. In the event
of withdrawal, the U.S. government should ser up programs to assist
these Iraqis either in emigrating to the United States or in finding
another safe place to live. The United States should ser up process-
ing centers to make decisions quickly and fairþ Criteria for asylum
should be widely publicized. In general, they should be broad; Iraqis
should be rejected only if they can provide no evidence of having
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essisted the United States or if invesrigations reveal that they pose a
threat to U.S. security.

Such a policy could well result in hundreds of thousands of Iraqi
refugees seeking asylum in the United States. In this eyenr, the process
of investigating claims will be rime consuming. The LJ.S. government
will need to work with the states, nonproût organizations, churches,
mosques, and other entities to provide the resou¡ces and programs
needed to relocate Iraqi refugees to the United States and integrate
them into U.S. sociery It will also need to help and assist neighbor-
ing countries which may host refugees who are seeking asylum and to
work with Middle Easrern, European, and other countries that may
also be willing to provide homes to Iraqi political refugees.

Do Not Get Excited About Oil

Some analysts have suggested that the United States not withdraw
from Iraq completely but maintain a secure zone around the southe¡n
oil fields, pipelines, and oil exporr terminals ro ensure that Iraqi oil
makes it to the world market. Such a policy is unnecessary andwould
be counterproductive. Any Iraqi group that controls the oil fields will
ettempt to increase production and exports to finance its operations.
Oil output would cease only if the fields or terminals became fields of
conflict. If Iraqi oil exports were ro be cut off for an extended period,
the cutoffwould not necessarily result in a dramatic increase in world
ma¡ket oil prices. Iraq is currendy an important, but not a very large,
exporter. In October 2006, it exported 1.6 mbd, less than 2 percent of
global consumption. In the past, when Iraq was a bigger exporter and
the global supply was smaller, cutoffs in Iraqi expoms did not lead to
catastrophic price hikes. For example, afrer 1980, oil prices fell even
though Iran successfully throttled most Iraqi exports of oil.

Maintain Appropriate Relations with the Successor Regime
Even if the current Iraqi government collapses in the violence, e new
gove¡nment or governments will eventually emerge. Despite its (or
their) complexion and the views of its (or their) leaders concerning
the United Srares, rhe U.S. goyernment should engage with the new
government or governmenrs. Once it or they have begun to solidi$',
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the U.S. government should approach leaders cautiously and, if diplo-
matic relations have been broken, restore them. In some instances, the
U.S. governmenr may tñ¡ish to provide assistance. In almost no instance
would it make sense for the U.S. government to refuse to establish
diplomatic relations. The U.S. government should nor ler the past dic-
tate initiatives ro engage lraq diplomaticall¡ but should be prepared to
deal with the new government on its own terms. This could mean poor
relations, as might be likely to evolve with regimes dominated by those
hostile to the United States. If this is the case, however, it should not
be the United States that refuses to engege. As was learned during the
Cold'War, engagemenr, even with a regime hostile to U.S. inreresrs,
can help to advance those interests.
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